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Three-dimensional topological (crystalline) insulators are materials with an insulating bulk, but conducting
surface states which are topologically protected by time-reversal (or spatial) symmetries. Here, we extend
the notion of three-dimensional topological insulators to systems that host no gapless surface states, but ex-
hibit topologically protected gapless hinge states. Their topological character is protected by spatio-temporal
symmetries, of which we present two cases: (1) Chiral higher-order topological insulators protected by the com-
bination of time-reversal and a four-fold rotation symmetry. Their hinge states are chiral modes and the bulk
topology is Z2-classified. (2) Helical higher-order topological insulators protected by time-reversal and mirror
symmetries. Their hinge states come in Kramers pairs and the bulk topology is Z-classified. We provide the
topological invariants for both cases. Furthermore we show that SnTe as well as surface-modified Bi2TeI, BiSe,
and BiTe are helical higher-order topological insulators and propose a realistic experimental setup to detect the
hinge states.
The bulk-boundary correspondence is often taken as a
defining property of topological insulators (TIs)1–3: if a d-
dimensional system with given symmetry is insulating in the
bulk, but supports gapless boundary excitations which cannot
be removed by local boundary perturbations without break-
ing the symmetry, the system is called a topological insula-
tor. The electric multipole insulators of Ref. 4 generalize this
bulk-boundary correspondence: in two and three dimensions,
these insulators exhibit no edge or surface states, respectively,
but feature gapless, topological corner excitations correspond-
ing to quantized higher electric multipole moments. Here,
we introduce a new class of three-dimensional (3D) topo-
logical phases to which the usual form of the bulk-boundary
correspondence also does not apply. The topology of the
bulk protects gapless states on the hinges, while the surfaces
are gapped. Both systems, with gapless corner and hinge
states, respectively, can be subsumed under the notion of
higher-order topological insulators (HOTI): An n-th order TI
has protected gapless modes at a boundary of the system of
co-dimension n. Following this terminology, we introduce
second-order 3D TIs in this work, while Ref. 4 has introduced
second-order two-dimensional (2D) TIs and third-order 3D
TIs. The important aspect of 3D HOTIs is that they exhibit
protected hinge states with (spectral) flow between the va-
lence and conduction bands, whereas the corner states have
no spectral flow.
The topological properties of HOTIs are protected by sym-
metries that involve spatial transformations, possibly aug-
mented by time reversal. They thus generalize topological
crystalline insulators5,6, which have been encompassed in a
recent exhaustive classification of topological insulators in
Ref. 7. In the current paper, we propose two cases: (1) chiral
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FIG. 1. Topologically protected hinge excitations of second-order
3D TIs. (a) Time-reversal breaking model with chiral hinge cur-
rents running along the corners of a Cˆz4 -preserving bulk termination,
were periodic boundary conditions in z-direction are assumed. (b)
Time-reversal invariant model with anti-propagating Kramers pairs
of hinge modes. Highlighted in gray are the planes invariant under
the mirror symmetries Mˆxy and Mˆxy¯ that protect the hinge states.
(c) By supplementing each surface of the chiral HOTI in (a) with a
Chern insulator with Hall conductivity σxy = ±e2/h, the number
of chiral hinge modes can be changed by 2. The Hall conductivities
of the additional Chern insulator layers alternate (blue for +e2/h,
red for −e2/h) to comply with the Cˆz4 Tˆ symmetry. The topology is
therefore Z2 classified.
HOTIs with hinge modes that propagate unidirectionally, akin
to the edge states of a 2D quantum Hall effect8, or Chern in-
sulator9. We show that chiral HOTIs may be protected by the
product Cˆ4Tˆ of time reversal Tˆ and a Cˆ4 rotation symmetry.
The existence of these hinge modes – but not the direction in
which they propagate – is determined by the topology of the
3D bulk. By a Cˆ4Tˆ -respecting surface manipulation, the di-
rection of all hinge modes can be reversed, but they cannot be
removed. This constitutes a bulk Z2 topological classification.
We also show that chiral HOTIs may have a bulk Z topologi-
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cal classification protected by mirror symmetries which leave
the hinges invariant when time reversal symmetry Tˆ is broken.
(2) helical HOTIs with Kramers pairs of counter-propagating
hinge modes, akin to the edge states of a 2D quantum spin Hall
effect1,10–12. We show that helical HOTIs may occur when a
system is invariant under time reversal Tˆ and a Cˆ4 rotation
symmetry. We further show that helical HOTIs can also be
protected by Tˆ and mirror symmetries which leave the hinges
invariant. Any integer number of Kramers pairs is topologi-
cally protected against symmetry preserving surface manipu-
lations, yielding a Z classification.
For both cases, we show the topological bulk-surface-hinge
correspondence, provide concrete lattice-model realizations,
and provide expressions for the bulk topological invariants.
The latter are given by the magneto-electric polarizability and
mirror Chern numbers6,13, for chiral and helical HOTIs, re-
spectively. For the case where a chiral HOTI also respects
the product of inversion times time-reversal symmetry Iˆ Tˆ , we
formulate a simplified topological index akin to the Fu-Kane
formula for inversion symmetric TIs.2 Finally, on the basis of
tight-binding and ab-initio calculations, we propose SnTe as
a material realization for helical HOTIs. We also propose an
explicit experimental setup to cleanly create hinge states in
a topological SnTe coaxial cable. Chiral HOTIs, in contrast,
may arise in 3D TI materials that exhibit noncollinear antifer-
romagnetic order at low temperatures.
Our work is complemented by two related articles: Ref. 14
provides a general classification of second-order phases with
reflection symmetry for all ten Altland-Zirnbauer symmetry
classes, Ref. 15 establishes a physical interpretation of the
topological invariants of higher-order phases in terms of elec-
tric multipole moments.
Chiral Higher-Order Topological Insulator
We first give an intuitive argument for the topological na-
ture of a chiral 3D HOTI. We consider a hypothetical but real-
izable electronic structure where gapless degrees of freedom
are only found on the hinge. For concreteness, let us con-
sider a system with a square cross-section, periodic boundary
conditions in z-direction and Cˆz4 Tˆ symmetry that has a sin-
gle chiral mode at each hinge, as sketched in Fig. 1 (a). For
these modes to be a feature associated with the 3D bulk topol-
ogy of the system, they should be protected against any Cˆz4 Tˆ
preserving surface or hinge perturbation of the system. The
minimal relevant surface perturbation of that kind is the ad-
dition of an integer quantum Hall (or Chern insulator) layer
with Hall conductivity σxy = e2/h and σxy = −e2/h on the
(100) surfaces and the (010) surfaces, respectively, which re-
spects Cˆz4 Tˆ . As seen from Fig. 1 (c), this adds to each hinge
two chiral hinge channels. Repeating this procedure, we can
change–via a pure surface manipulation–the number of chi-
ral channels on each hinge by any even number. Hence, only
the Z2 parity of hinge channels can be a topological property
protected by the system’s 3D bulk.
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FIG. 2. (a) Schematic phase diagram for model (1), where NI stands
for normal insulator. (b) A unit cell of noncollinear magnetic order
with Cˆz4 Tˆ symmetry. (c) Energy spectrum of model (1) with chiral
hinge currents (red) in the geometry of Fig. 1 (a). For a slab geome-
try, where the bulk is terminated in just one direction of space, there
are in general no gapless modes.
A concrete model of this phase is defined via the four-band
Bloch Hamiltonian
Hc(k) =
(
M + t
∑
i
cos ki
)
τzσ0 + ∆1
∑
i
sin ki τxσi
+ ∆2(cos kx − cos ky) τyσ0,
(1)
where σi and τi, i = x, y, z, are the three Pauli matrices act-
ing on spin and orbital degree of freedoms, respectively (see
the Methods Section for a real space representation of the
model). For ∆2 = 0, Hc(k) represents the well-known 3D
TI if 1 < |M | < 3. Time-reversal symmetry is represented
by THc(k)T−1 = Hc(−k), with T ≡ τ0σyK , where K de-
notes complex conjugation. For ∆2 = 0, Hamiltonian (1)
has a Cˆz4 rotation symmetry C
z
4Hc(k) (Cz4 )−1 = Hc(DCˆz4k),
where Cz4 ≡ τ0e−i
pi
4 σz and DCˆz4k = (−ky, kx, kz).
The term proportional to ∆2 breaks both Tˆ and Cˆz4 individ-
ually, but respects the anti-unitary combination Cˆz4 Tˆ , which
means that
(Cz4T )Hc(k) (Cz4T )−1 = Hc(DCˆz4 Tˆk),
DCˆz4 Tˆ
k = (ky,−kx,−kz)
(2)
is a symmetry of the Hamiltonian also when ∆2 6= 0. Since
[Cˆz4 , Tˆ ] = 0, we have (Cˆ
z
4 Tˆ )
4 = −1, independent of the
choice of representation.
The phase diagram of Hamiltonian (1) is shown in
Fig. 2 (a). For 1 < |M/t| < 3 and ∆1,∆2 6= 0 the system
is a chiral 3D HOTI. The spectrum in the case of open bound-
ary conditions in x and y directions is presented in Fig. 2 (c),
where the chiral hinge modes (each 2-fold degenerate) are
seen to traverse the bulk gap. Physically, the term multiplied
by ∆2 corresponds to orbital currents that break TRS oppo-
sitely in the x and y-directions. When infinitesimally small,
its main effect is thus to open gaps with alternating signs for
the surface Dirac electrons of the 3D TI on the (100) and (010)
surfaces. The four hinges are then domain walls at which the
Dirac mass changes sign. It is well known16,17 that such a
domain wall on the surface of a 3D TI binds a gapless chiral
mode, which in the case at hand is reinterpreted as the hinge
2
mode of the HOTI. [Another physical mechanism that breaks
time-reversal symmetry and preserves Cˆz4 Tˆ would be (pi, pi, 0)
noncollinear antiferromagnetic order with a unit cell as shown
in Fig. 2 (b).] Note that even with finite ∆2, the (001) surface
of the model remains gapless, since its Dirac cone is protected
by the Cˆz4 Tˆ symmetry which leaves the surface invariant and
enforces a Kramers-like degeneracy discussed in the Supple-
mentary Information. The gapless nature of the (001) surface
in the geometry of Fig. 1 is also required by current conser-
vation, because the chiral hinge currents cannot terminate in a
gapped region of the sample. A current-conserving geometry
with gapped surfaces is given in the Supplementary Informa-
tion, Sec. V C.
We turn to the bulk topological invariant that describes the
Z2 topology. The topological invariant of 3D TIs is the theta
angle, or Chern Simons invariant θ (see the Methods Section
for its definition) which is quantized by time-reversal symme-
try to be θ = 0, pimod 2pi, with θ = pi being the nontrivial
case18. In fact, the very same quantity θ is the topological in-
variant of chiral HOTIs. What changes is that its quantization
to values 0, pi is not enforced by Tˆ but by Cˆ4Tˆ symmetry in
this case. θ attains a new meaning in the second-order picture:
it uniquely characterizes a different symmetry-protected topo-
logical phase which exhibits Tˆ breaking, but Cˆ4Tˆ preserving
hinge currents instead of Tˆ preserving gapless surface exci-
tations. In the Supplementary Information, Sec. I, we show
the quantization of θ enforced by Cˆ4Tˆ symmetry and explic-
itly evaluate θ = pi for the model (1). We furthermore note
that for a nontrivial θ in the presence of Cˆ4Tˆ symmetry to
uniquely characterize the presence of gapless hinge excita-
tions, the bulk and the surfaces of the material which adjoin
the hinge are required to be insulating. This constitutes the
bulk-surface-hinge correspondence of chiral HOTIs.
The explicit evaluation of θ is impractical for ab-initio com-
putations in generic insulators. This motivates the discussion
of alternative forms of the topological invariant. The Pfaffian
invariant1 used to define first-order 3D TIs rests on the group
relation Tˆ 2 = −1, it fails in our case where (Cˆ4Tˆ )4 = −1.
We may instead use a non-Abelian Wilson loop characteriza-
tion of the topology, as presented in the Supplementary In-
formation.19,20 There, we also provide two further topological
characterizations, one based on so-called nested Wilson loop4
and entanglement spectra21–23, and one applicable to systems
that are in addition invariant under the product Iˆ Tˆ of inversion
symmetry Iˆ and Tˆ .3
Helical Higher-Order Topological Insulator
Helical higher-order TIs feature Kramers pairs of counter-
propagating hinge modes. They are protected by time-reversal
symmetry and a spatial symmetry. For concreteness, let us
consider a system with a square (or rhombic) cross-section,
periodic boundary conditions in z-direction, and two mir-
ror symmetries Mˆxy and Mˆxy¯ that leave, respectively, the
x = −y and the x = y planes invariant, and with it a pair
of hinges each [sketched in Fig. 1 (b)]. We consider a hypo-
thetical but realizable electronic structure where gapless de-
grees of freedom are only found on the hinge. At a given
a)
R1R2
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FIG. 3. Bulk-surface-hinge correspondence of helical HOTIs.
(a) Additional hinge modes obtained by decorating the surfaces
with 2D time-reversal symmetric TIs in a mirror-symmetric fashion.
They can always be combined in ‘bonding’ and ‘anti-bonding’ pairs
{R1 +R2, L1 +L2} and {R1−R2, L1−L2}, with mirror eigenval-
ues +i and −i, respectively. Therefore, they do not change the net
mirror chirality of the hinge. (b) Mirror-symmetry protected Dirac
cones on a (110) surface. (c) Slightly tilting the surface normal out
of the mirror plane gaps the Dirac cones and forms a Kramers pair of
domain wall states between two surfaces with opposite tilting. The
mirror eigenvalues of the hinge modes are tied to those of the Dirac
cones, which in turn are related to a bulk topological invariant, the
mirror Chern number Cm. (d) Further deforming the surface to the
(100) and (010) orientation in a mirror-symmetry preserving manner
does not change this correspondence.
hinge, for instance one that is invariant under Mˆxy , we can
choose all hinge modes as eigenstates of Mˆxy . We denote the
number of modes that propagate parallel, R, (antiparallel, L)
to the z direction and have Mˆxy eigenvalue iλ, λ = ±1, by
NR,λ (NL,λ). We argue that the net number of helical hinge
pairs n ≡ NR,+ − NL,+ (which by time-reversal symme-
try is equal to NL,− − NR,−) is topologically protected. In
particular, n cannot be changed by any surface or hinge ma-
nipulation that respects both Tˆ and Mˆxy . First note that if
bothNR,+ andNL,+ are nonzero (assuming from now on that
NR,+ > NR,−), we can always hybridize NL,+ right-moving
modes with all NL,+ left-moving modes within the λ = +
subspace without breaking any symmetry. Therefore, only the
difference n is well defined and corresponds to the number of
remaining pairs of modes.
The argument for their topological protection proceeds
similar to the chiral HOTI case by considering a minimal
symmetry-preserving surface perturbation. It consists of a
layer of a 2D time-reversal symmetric TI and its mirror-
conjugated partner added to surfaces that border the hinge
under consideration. Each of the TIs contributes a single
Kramers pair of boundary modes to the hinge so that (NL,−+
NL,+) and (NR,−+NR,+) each increase by 2 [see Fig. 3 (a)].
Since mirror symmetry maps the right-moving modes of the
two Kramers pairs onto one another (and the same for the
two left-moving modes) we can form a ‘bonding’ and ‘anti-
bonding’ superposition with mirror eigenvalues +i and−i out
of each pair. Thus each of NL,+, NL,−, NR,+, and NR,− in-
crease by 1 due to this minimal surface manipulation. This
leaves n invariant, suggesting a Z classification of the helical
HOTI for each pair of mirror-invariant hinges. The case de-
picted in Fig. 1 (b) with two mirror symmetries is then Z× Z
classified. A more rigorous version of this argument can be
found in the Supplementary Information.
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The topological invariant for the Z×Z classification of the
helical HOTI is the set of mirror Chern numbers6,13 Cm/2 on
the Mˆxy and Mˆxy¯ mirror planes (see the Methods Section for
the definition of Cm). First observe that if Cm were odd, the
system would be a strong 3D TI: the Mˆxy mirror planes in
momentum space include all time-reversal invariant momenta
in the (110) surface Brillouin zone. Thus if Cm is odd, there
is an odd number of Dirac cones on the (110) surface and
time-reversal symmetry implies that such a system is a strong
3D TI. As the surfaces of a strong 3D TI cannot be gapped
out with a time-reversal symmetric perturbation, we cannot
construct a helical HOTI from it. We conclude that Cm is
even for all systems of interest to us.
We now discuss the correspondence between the bulk topo-
logical invariant Cm/2 and the existence of Kramers paired
hinge modes. For this, we first consider the electronic struc-
ture of the (110) surface, which is invariant under Mˆxy , and
then that of a pair of surfaces with a normal n± = (1±α, 1∓
α, 0) for small α, which are mapped into each other under
Mˆxy and form a hinge at their interface [see Fig. 3 (b)–(d)].
A nonzero bulk mirror Chern number Cm with respect to
the Mˆxy symmetry enforces the existence of gapless Dirac
cones on the (110) surface. These Dirac cones are pinned to
the mirror invariant lines k1 = 0, pi in the surface Brillouin
zone of the (110) surface, where k1 is the momentum along
the direction with unit vector eˆ1 = (eˆx − eˆy)/
√
2. If we
consider the electronic structure along these lines in momen-
tum space, see Fig. 3 (b), each Dirac cone has an effective
HamiltonianHD = v1σz(k1− k(0)1 ) + vzσx(kz − k(0)z ) when
expanded around a Dirac point at (k1, kz) = (k
(0)
1 , k
(0)
z ) for
k
(0)
1 = 0 or k
(0)
1 = pi. The mirror symmetry is represented by
Mxy = iσx, preventing mass terms of the form mσy from ap-
pearing. The sign of vz is tied to the Mˆxy eigenvalue (i sgn vz)
of the eigenstate with positive group velocity in z direction (at
k1−k(0)1 = 0). Denoting the total number of Dirac cones with
vz > 0 (vz < 0) by n+ (n−), the bulk-boundary correspon-
dence of a topological crystalline insulator5 implies
Cm = n+ − n−. (3)
Consider now a pair of surfaces with slightly tilted normals
n+ and n−, which are not invariant under the mirror symme-
try but map into each other. Mass terms are allowed and the
Hamiltonians on the surfaces with normal n± read
HD,± = v1σz(k1−k(0)1 ±κα)+vzσx(kz−k(0)z )±mασy (4)
to linear order in α, (k1 − k(0)1 ) and (kz − k(0)z ) with m and
κ real parameters. The two surfaces with normals n+ and
n− meet in a hinge [see Fig. 3 (b)]. Equation (4) describes
a Dirac fermion with a mass of opposite sign on the two sur-
faces. The hinge therefore forms a domain wall in the Dirac
mass, from which a single chiral channel connecting valence
and conduction bands arises24. As we show in the Supplemen-
tary Information, this domain wall either binds a R moving
mode with Mxy mirror eigenvalue iλ = i sgn(vz) or a L mov-
ing mode with mirror eigenvalue −i sgn(vz). The equality
nsgn(vz) = NR,sgn(vz) +NL,−sgn(vz) follows, which connects
the number of hinge modes NL/R,± we had introduced be-
fore to the mirror-graded numbers of Dirac cones on the (110)
surface n±. From Eq. (3) we obtain
Cm = (NR,+ −NR,− +NL,− −NL,+) ≡ 2n, (5)
relating the 3D bulk invariant Cm to the number of protected
helical hinge pairs n of the HOTI. Notice that by time-reversal
symmetry NR,+−NR,− = NL,−−NL,+, so that n in Eq. (5)
is integer. (Cm is even as forementioned.)
Note that the above deformation of the surfaces can be
extended to nonperturbative angles α, until for example the
(100) and (010) surface orientations are reached. The surfaces
on either side of the hinge may undergo gap-closing transi-
tions as α is increased, but as we argued at the beginning of
the section, surface transitions of this kind may not change the
net number of helical hinge states with a given mirror eigen-
value, if they occur in a mirror-symmetric way.
We remark that an equation similar to Eq. (5) also holds in
the absence of time-reversal symmetry for each mirror sub-
space. Then the Chern number in each mirror subspace is
an independent topological invariant, which gives rise to a
Z×Z classification on each hinge (as opposed to Z with time-
reversal symmetry). This case corresponds to chiral HOTIs
protected by mirror symmetries instead of the Cˆ4Tˆ symmetry
employed in Eq. (2). Conversely, we show in the Supplemen-
tary Information that a helical HOTI protected by Cˆ4 and Tˆ
exists and has a Z2 classification.
Material Candidates and Experimental Setup
We propose that SnTe realizes a helical HOTI. In its cubic
rocksalt structure, SnTe is known to be a topological crys-
talline insulator5,6. This crystal structure has mirror sym-
metries Mˆxy [acting as (x, y, z) → (y, x, z)] as well as its
partners under cubic symmetry, Mˆxy¯ , Mˆxz , Mˆxz¯ , Mˆyz , Mˆyz¯ .
(Further spatial symmetries irrelevant to the discussion are not
mentioned.) The bulk electronic structure of SnTe is insulat-
ing and topologically characterized by a mirror Chern number
Cm = 2 with respect to the mirror symmetries on the mirror
planes which include the Γ point in momentum space. All
other mirror planes have Cm = 0. As a result, cubic SnTe has
mirror-symmetry protected Dirac cones on specific surfaces.
We consider the geometry of Fig. 1 (b) with open boundary
conditions in the x and y direction, and periodic boundary
conditions in the z direction. The Mˆxz , Mˆxz¯ and Mˆyz , Mˆyz¯
symmetries along with their mirror Chern numbers protect ei-
ther four Dirac cones at generic surface momenta, or two at
the surface Brillouin zone Kramers points on the (100) as well
as the (010) surfaces [see Fig. 4 (b)]. In the case at hand, the
former possibility is realized. We now discuss two distortions
of the crystal structure that turn SnTe into a HOTI.
(i) At about 98 K, SnTe undergoes a structural distortion
into a low-temperature rhombohedral phase via a relative dis-
placement of the two sublattices along the (111) direction.25,26
This breaks the mirror symmetries Mˆxz¯ , Mˆyz¯ , and Mˆxy¯ , but
preserves Mˆxz , Mˆyz , and Mˆxy . On the (100) surface in the
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FIG. 4. Helical HOTI emerging from the topological crystalline insulator SnTe. (a) Rocksalt lattice structure of SnTe. Uniaxial strain along
the (110) direction breaks the mirror symmetries represented by dotted lines, but preserves the ones represented by dashed lines. (b) Circles
indicate the location of Dirac cones in the surface Brillouin zone of pristine SnTe for various surface terminations. Those crossed by dotted
mirror symmetries are gapped in SnTe with uniaxial strain while the others are retained. The two red Dirac cones are enforced by a mirror
Chern number Cm = 2, corresponding to one helical pair of hinge modes. k1 is the momentum along the direction with unit vector eˆ1 =
(eˆx − eˆy)/
√
2. (c) DFT band structure of a slab of SnTe with open boundary conditions in the (100) direction under 3% strain in the (110)
direction. (d) DFT calculation of the gap ∆ that develops on the (100) surface of SnTe under (110) uniaxial strain. (e) DFT-based Wannier
tight-binding calculation of SnTe with the (111) ferroelectric displacement in a semi-infinite geometry in which the (01¯1) surface and the (1¯01)
surface meet at a hinge that is parallel to the (111) direction. A single Kramers pair of hinge states is visible. This distortion beaks all mirror
symmetries except those with normal (01¯1), (1¯01), (11¯0), which retain their mirror Chern number 2 for a sufficiently small distortion. The
(01¯1) and (1¯01) surfaces considered here are both not invariant under these mirror symmetries, but the hinge formed between them is invariant
under the mirror symmetry with normal (11¯0), supporting topological hinge states. (f) Low-energy finite size spectrum of SnTe with uniaxial
(110) strain obtained using a tight-binding model (see Supplementary Information) for open boundary conditions in the x and y directions
(with Lx = Ly = 111 atoms) and periodic boundary conditions in the z direction. States localized in the bulk, on the (100)/(010) surfaces,
and on the hinges are color coded. Near kz = pi four Kramers pairs of hinge modes, one localized on each hinge, are found. Upper left inset:
localization of the gapless modes. Lower left inset: spatial structure of one such mode near a hinge. (Only a small portion of the lattice near the
hinge is shown). Right inset: electronic structure of undistorted SnTe in the same geometry, showing two ‘flat band’ hinge modes in addition
to the gapless surface Dirac cones. (g) Topological coaxial cable geometry to realize (110) uniaxial displacement. A Si or SiO substrate (gray)
is etched to have a rhombohedral cross-section and then coated with SnTe (blue) yielding Kramers pairs of hinge modes (orange).
geometry in Fig. 1 (b), for instance, the two Dirac cones pro-
tected by Mˆyz¯ can thus be gapped out, while the two Dirac
cones protected by Mˆyz remain [and similarly for the (010)
surface]. Therefore, the (100) and (010) surfaces remain gap-
less and the geometry of Fig. 1 (b) cannot be used to expose
the HOTI nature of SnTe with (111) uniaxial displacement.
For that reason, we instead consider the (1¯01) and (01¯1) sur-
faces, which are not invariant under any mirror symmetry of
SnTe with (111) uniaxial displacement. The spectral function
focused on the hinge weight of semi-infinite geometry with
a single hinge formed between the (1¯01) and (01¯1) surfaces
is shown in Fig. 4 (e). This tight-binding calculation, based
on density functional theory (DFT)-derived Wannier functions
(see Methods Section), demonstrates the existence of this sin-
gle Kramers pair of states on the two hinges invariant under
Mˆxy , in line with the prediction of Eq. (5) for Cm = 2.
(ii) If uniaxial strain along the (110) direction is applied
to SnTe, Mˆxz , Mˆxz¯ , Mˆyz , and Mˆyz¯ symmetries are broken,
but Mˆxy and Mˆxy¯ are preserved. This gaps the (100) and
(010) surfaces in the geometry in Fig. 1 (b) completely. We
calculated the surface states by using a slab geometry along
the (100) direction with DFT. Due to the smallness of the
band gap induced by strain, we needed to achieve a negli-
gible interaction between the surface states from both sides
of the slab. To reduce the overlap between top and bottom
surface states, we considered a slab of 45 layers, 1 nm vac-
5
uum thickness and artificially localized the states on one of
the surfaces, and adding one layer of hydrogen on one of the
surfaces. The evolution of the surface gap size with strain is
shown in Fig. 4 (d) (see Supplementary Information for more
details). Figure 4 (f) is the spectrum of a tight-binding calcu-
lation6 with (110) strain, demonstrating that there exists one
Kramers pair of hinge modes on all four hinges in the geome-
try of Fig. 1 (b).
We propose to physically realize the (110) uniaxial strain
in SnTe with a topological coaxial cable geometry, which
would enable the use of its protected hinge states as quasi
one-dimensional dissipationless conduction channels [see
Fig. 4 (f)]. Starting point is an insulating nanowire substrate
made from Si or SiO, with a slightly rhombohedral cross-
section imprinted by anisotropic etching. SnTe is grown in
layers on the surfaces by using molecular beam epitaxy, with
a thickness of about ten layers. SnTe will experience the uni-
axial strain to gap out its surfaces and protect the helical HOTI
phase. The hinge states can be studied by scanning tunneling
microscopy and transport experiments with contacts applied
through electronic-beam lithography. Note that in the process
of growth, regions with step edges are likely to form on the
surfaces and should be avoided in measurements, as they may
carry their own gapless modes27. Alternatively, we propose to
use a superconducting substrate to study proximity-induced
superconductivity on the helical hinge states.
In addition to the topological crystalline insulator SnTe, we
propose weak TIs with nonvanishing mirror Chern number
as possible avenues to realize helical HOTIs. We computed
the relevant mirror Chern numbers for the weak TIs Bi2TeI28,
BiSe29, and BiTe30, which all turn out to be 2. These materials
are therefore dual topological insulators, in the sense that they
carry nontrivial weak and crystalline topological invariants.
Their surface Dirac cones are protected by a nontrivial weak
index, i.e., by time reversal together with translation symme-
try. To gap them, it is necessary to break at least one of these
symmetries, which is possible by inducing magnetic or charge
density wave order.
Summary
We have introduced 3D HOTIs, which have gapped sur-
faces, but gapless hinge modes, as intrinsically 3D topological
phases of matter. Both time-reversal symmetry breaking and
time-reversal symmetric systems were explored, which sup-
port hinge states akin to those of the integer quantum Hall
effect and 2D time-reversal symmetric TIs, respectively. The
former may be realized in magnetically ordered topological
insulators; we propose the naturally occurring rhombohedral
or a uniaxially distorted phase of SnTe as a material realiza-
tion for the latter. Despite their global topological character-
ization based on spatial symmetries, the hinge states are as
robust against local perturbations as quantum (spin) Hall edge
modes. The concepts introduced here can be extended to de-
fine novel topological superconductors with chiral and helical
Majorana modes at their hinges and may further be transferred
to strongly interacting, possibly topologically ordered, states
of matter and to mechanical31, electrical32 and photonic ana-
logues of Bloch Hamiltonians.
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METHODS
First-principle calculations. We employed density func-
tional theory (DFT) as implemented in the Vienna Ab Ini-
tio Simulation Package (VASP)33. The exchange correlation
term is described according to the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
(PBE) prescription together with projected augmented-wave
pseudopotentials34. For the autoconsistent calculations we
used a 12× 12× 12 k-points mesh for the bulk and 7× 7× 1
for the slab calculations.
For the electronic structure of SnTe with (110) distortion,
the kinetic energy cut off was set to 400 eV. We calculated
the surface states by using a slab geometry along the (100)
direction. Due to the smallness of the band gap induced by
strain, we needed to achieve a negligible interaction between
the surface states from both sides of the slab (to avoid a spu-
rious gap opened by the creation of bonding and anti-bonding
states from the top and bottom surface states). To reduce the
overlap between top and bottom surface states, we considered
a slab of 45 layers, 1 nm vacuum thickness and artificially lo-
calized the states on one of the surfaces. The latter was done
by adding one layer of hydrogen to one of the surfaces.
To obtain the electronic structure of bulk SnTe with (111)
ferroelectric distortion, the cutoff energy for wave-function
expansion was set to 500 eV. We use the parameter λ intro-
duced in Ref. 35 to parameterize a path linearly connecting
the cubic structure (space group Fm3m) to the rhombohedral
structure (space group R3m). Our calculations are focused
on the λ = 0.1 structure. Then, to obtain the hinge elec-
tronic structure, we first constructed the maximally-localized
Wannier functions (WFs) from the bulk ab-initio calculations.
These WFs were used in a Green’s function calculation for
a system finite in a direction, semi-infinite in b direction and
periodic in c direction (a, b, c are the conventional lattice vec-
tors in space group R3m). The hinge state spectrum is obtain
by projecting on the atoms at the corner, which preserve the
mirror symmetry Mˆxy .
Chiral higher-order TI tight-binding model. We con-
sider a model on a simple cubic lattice spanned by the ba-
sis vectors eˆi, i = x, y, z, with two orbitals dx2−y2 (denoted
α = 0 below), and fz(x2−y2) (α = 1) on each site, which
is populated by spin 1/2 electrons. It is defined by the tight-
binding Hamiltonian
Hc =
M
2
∑
r,α
(−1)α c†r,αcr,α
+
t
2
∑
r,α
∑
i=x,y,z
(−1)α c†r+eˆi,αcr,α
+
∆1
2
∑
r,α
∑
i=x,y,z
c†r+eˆi,α+1 σi cr,α
− ∆2
2i
∑
r,α
∑
i=x,y,z
(−1)α ni c†r+eˆi,α+1cr,α + h.c.,
(6)
where α is defined modulo 2, nˆ = (1,−1, 0), and c†r,α =
(c†r,α,↑, c
†
r,α,↓) creates a spinor in orbital α at lattice site r.
We denote by σ0 and σi, i = x, y, z, respectively, the 2 × 2
identity matrix and the three Pauli matrices acting on the spin
1/2 degree of freedom.
Chern-Simons topological invariant. The invariant for
chiral HOTIs with Cˆ4Tˆ symmetry is given by
θ =
1
4pi
∫
d3k abctr
[
Aa∂bAc + i2
3
AaAbAc
]
, (7)
written in terms of the Berry gauge field Aa;n,n′ =
−i 〈un|∂a|un′〉, where |un〉 are the Bloch eigenstates of the
Bloch Hamiltonian, and n, n′ are running over the occupied
bands of the insulator. ∂a is the partial derivative with respect
to the momentum component ka, a = x, z, y. The trace is
performed with respect to band indices.
Mirror Chern number. The topological invariant of a 3D
helical HOTI is the mirror Chern number Cm. Since for a
spinful system, a mirror symmetry Mˆ satisfies Mˆ2 = −1, its
representation M has eigenvalues ±i. Given a surface Σ in
the Brillouin zone which is left invariant under the action of
Mˆ , the eigenstates |un〉 of the Bloch Hamiltonian on Σ can
be decomposed into two groups, {|u+l 〉} and {|u−l′ 〉}, with
mirror eigenvalue ±i, respectively. Time-reversal maps one
mirror eigenspace into the other; if time-reversal symmetry
is present, the two mirror eigenspaces are of the same dimen-
sion. We can define the Chern number in each mirror subspace
as
C± =
1
2pi
∫
Σ
dkxdkyF±xy(k). (8)
Here
F±ab(k) = ∂aA+b (k)− ∂bA+a (k) + i
[A+a (k),A+b (k)] (9)
is the non-Abelian Berry curvature field in the ±i mirror sub-
space, with A±a;l,l′ = −i 〈u±l |∂a|u±l′ 〉, and matrix multiplica-
tion is implied in the expressions. Note that in time-reversal
symmetric systems C+ = −C− and we define the mirror
Chern number
Cm ≡ (C+ − C−)/2. (10)
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I. CHERN-SIMONS TOPOLOGICAL INVARIANT
A. Quantization from electromagnetic response
We first argue that the topological invariant for chiral HO-
TIs, the Chern-Simons (CS) form, is quantized for systems
with Cˆz4 Tˆ symmetry to evaluate to either 0 or pi, just as in the
case of Tˆ symmetry alone. The CS form is given by
θ =
1
4pi
∫
d3kabctr
[
Aa∂bAc + i2
3
AaAbAc
]
, (S1)
written in terms of the non-Abelian Berry gauge field
Aa;n,n′ = −i 〈un|∂a|un′〉, where |un〉 are the Bloch eigen-
states of the chiral HOTI Hamiltonian and the indices n, n′
run over its filled bands.
To derive the quantization from the electromagnetic re-
sponse, we consider the effective action quantifying the re-
sponse to an external electromagnetic U(1) field Aµ of a sys-
tem with non-vanishing θ. The effective action is given by a
contribution to the path integral in the form of the axion term
exp
[
i
θ
8pi2
∫
d3xdt µνστ∂µAν∂σAτ
]
. (S2)
Observe that
i
8pi2
∫
d3xdtµνστ ∂µAν∂σAτ (S3)
changes sign under a Cˆz4 Tˆ transformation due to the anti-
unitary nature of Tˆ which takes i→ −i (the axion term is oth-
erwise rotationally invariant and therefore unaffected by Cˆz4 ).
Furthermore, Eq. (S3) is a topological invariant, the second
Chern number, which is quantized to integer values. Thus, for
the theory to be invariant under Tˆ or Cˆz4 Tˆ , θ = 0, pi mod 2pi is
required. We conclude that θ serves as a topological invariant
in Cˆz4 Tˆ symmetric TIs, exactly as in Tˆ symmetric ones.
B. Explicit proof of the quantization of the Chern-Simons
invariant
Here we adapt the explicit proof given in Ref. 18 for the
case of helical 3D HOTIs to show that the CS invariant (S1) is
quantized in the same way by Cˆz4 Tˆ symmetry as it is by Tˆ or
Iˆ alone.
1
The CS invariant θ is proportional to the time-reversal invariant polarization
P3 =
1
16pi2
∫
d3kabctr
[
Fab(k)Ac(k)− i
3
[Aa(k),Ab(k)]Ac(k)
]
. (S4)
Here
Fab(k) = ∂aAb(k)− ∂bAa(k) + i [Aa(k),Ab(k)] (S5)
is the non-Abelian Berry curvature field and matrix multiplication is implied in the expressions.
Consider now a general Bloch HamiltonianH(k) that is Cˆz4 Tˆ invariant, i.e.,
(Cz4T )H(k) (Cz4T )−1 = H(DCˆz4 Tˆk), (S6)
where DCˆz4 Tˆk = (ky,−kx,−kz) and (C
z
4T )
4
= −1. Due to this symmetry, the eigenstates of H(k) at k and DCˆz4 Tˆk must be
related by a gauge transformation. Explicitly, we can write for any eigenstate |k, n〉 ofH(k) with eigenvalue εn(k)
H(DCˆz4 Tˆk) (C
z
4T ) |k, n〉 = (Cz4T )H(k)|k, n〉
= εn(k) (C
z
4T ) |k, n〉.
(S7)
Thus, (Cz4T ) |k, n〉 is an eigenstate ofH(DCˆz4 Tˆk) with the same energy. We can thus expand
(Cz4T ) |k, n〉 =
∑
m
Bn,m(k)|DCˆz4 Tˆk,m〉, (S8)
where Bn,m(k) are the matrix elements of a unitary transformation acting on the space of occupied bands. We can factor out
the complex conjugation K from Cz4T as Cz4T = Cz4T ′K, thereby defining the unitary operator T ′ [which can either satisfy
T ′(T ′)∗ = −1 or T ′(T ′)∗ = +1, as long as (Cz4T )4 = −1 holds], and obtain
|k, n〉 =
∑
m
[
Bn,m(k) (C
z
4T
′)−1 |DCˆz4 Tˆk,m〉
]∗
. (S9)
We can then rewrite the Berry connection
Aa;n,n′(k) = − i〈k, n|∂a|k, n′〉
= − i
∑
m,m′
B∗n,m(k)〈DCˆz4 Tˆk,m|∂a
[
Bn′,m′(k)|DCˆz4 Tˆk,m
′〉
]
∗
= − Jab
∑
m,m′
Bn,m(k)ATb;m,m′(DCˆz4 Tˆk)
[
B†(k)
]
m′,n′ − i
∑
m
Bn,m(k)∂a
[
B†(k)
]
m,n′ ,
(S10)
where Jab = ∂(DCˆz4 Tˆk)
b/∂ka, confirming that the connections are related by a non-Abelian gauge transformation. One verifies
that the Berry field satisfies
Fab(k) = −JadJbeB(k)FTde(DCˆz4 Tˆk)B
†(k). (S11)
We use these transformations to re-express
P3 =
1
16pi2
∫
d3kabctr
[(
B(k)(−Jcf )ATf (DCˆz4 Tˆk)B
†(k)− iB(k)∂cB†(k)
){
B(k)(−JadJbe)FTde(DCˆz4 Tˆk)B
†(k)
− i
3
[(
B(k)(−Jad)ATd (DCˆz4 Tˆk)B
†(k)− iB(k)∂aB†(k)
)
,
(
B(k)(−Jbe)ATe (DCˆz4 Tˆk)B
†(k)− iB(k)∂bB†(k)
)]}]
.
(S12)
2
Expanding this, we obtain
P3 =
1
16pi2
∫
d3kabctr
[
(−Jcf )ATf (DCˆz4 Tˆk)
{
(−JadJbe)FTde(DCˆz4 Tˆk)−
i
3
[
(−Jad)ATd (DCˆz4 Tˆk), (−Jbe)A
T
e (DCˆz4 Tˆ
k)
]}]
− i
16pi2
∫
d3kabctr
[
B(k)∂cB(k)
†
{
B(k)(−JadJbe)FTde(DCˆz4 Tˆk)B(k)
†
− i
3
[(
B(k)(−Jad)ATd (DCˆz4 Tˆk)B(k)
† − iB(k)∂aB(k)†
)
,
(
B(k)(−Jbe)ATe (DCˆz4 Tˆk)B(k)
† − iB(k)∂bB(k)†
)]}]
− i
16pi2
1
3
∫
d3kabctr
[
B(k)(−Jcf )ATf (DCˆz4 Tˆk)B(k)
†
(
− [B(k)∂aB(k)†, B(k)∂bB(k)†]
− i
[
B(k)(−Jad)ATd (DCˆz4 Tˆk)B(k)
†, B(k)∂bB(k)†
]
− i
[
B(k)∂aB(k)
†, B(k)(−Jbe)ATe (DCˆz4 Tˆk)B(k)
†
])]
= − P3 + 2
3× 16pi2
∫
d3kabctr
[(
B(k)∂aB(k)
†) (B(k)∂bB(k)†) (B(k)∂cB(k)†)]
− i
16pi2
∫
d3kabctr
[
B(k)∂cB(k)
†
{
B(k)(−JadJbe)FTde(DCˆz4 Tˆk)B(k)
†
− i
3
([
B(k)(−Jad)ATd (DCˆz4 Tˆk)B(k)
†, B(k)(−Jbe)ATe (DCˆz4 Tˆk)B(k)
†
]
− i
[
B(k)(−Jad)ATd (DCˆz4 Tˆk)B(k)
†, B(k)∂bB(k)†
]
− i
[
B(k)∂aB(k)
†, B(k)(−Jbe)ATe (DCˆz4 Tˆk)B(k)
†
])}]
− i
16pi2
1
3
∫
d3kabctr
[
B(k)(−Jcf )ATf (DCˆz4 Tˆk)B(k)
†
(
− [B(k)∂aB(k)†, B(k)∂bB(k)†]
− i
[
B(k)(−Jad)ATd (DCˆz4 Tˆk)B(k)
†, B(k)∂bB(k)†
]
− i
[
B(k)∂aB(k)
†, B(k)(−Jbe)ATe (DCˆz4 Tˆk)B(k)
†
])]
= − P3 + 2
3× 16pi2
∫
d3kabctr
[(
B(k)∂aB(k)
†) (B(k)∂bB(k)†) (B(k)∂cB(k)†)]
− i
16pi2
∫
d3kabctr
[
(∂cB(k)
†)B(k)
{
(−JadJbe)FTde(DCˆz4 Tˆk)
− 2i
3
(
(−Jad)ATd (DCˆz4 Tˆk)(−Jbe)A
T
e (DCˆz4 Tˆ
k)− i(−Jad)ATd (DCˆz4 Tˆk)(∂bB(k)
†)B(k)
− i(∂aB(k)†)B(k)(−Jbe)ATe (DCˆz4 Tˆk)
)}]
+
i
16pi2
2
3
∫
d3kabctr
[
(−Jcf )ATf (DCˆz4 Tˆk)
{
(∂aB(k)
†)B(k)(∂bB(k)†)B(k)
+ i(−Jad)ATd (DCˆz4 Tˆk)(∂bB(k)
†)B(k) + i(∂aB(k)†)B(k)(−Jbe)ATe (DCˆz4 Tˆk)
}]
.
(S13)
We have used trMT = trM for any matrix M and abcJadJbeJcf = def (det J) = −def (the minus sign comes from the
time-reversal transformation of kz) in the second line to obtain the crucial result that the first term becomes −P3. This, in
essence, is what implies the quantization of the invariant. Any other spatial symmetry Sˆ, when combined with TRS Tˆ , would
effect the same quantization if the Jacobian of the combined transformation is−1 in momentum space. (This does not, however,
imply the existence of a phase with θ = pi in each such case. In the case of Cˆ4Tˆ we have shown by an explicit example that
the topologically nontrivial phase exists, which proves that we have not overlooked any symmetry constraints that would always
3
render the invariant trivial.) We proceed with the manipulations
2P3 = +
2
3× 16pi2
∫
d3kabctr
[(
B(k)∂aB(k)
†) (B(k)∂bB(k)†) (B(k)∂cB(k)†)]
− i
16pi2
∫
d3kabctr
[
(∂cB(k)
†)B(k)
{
(−JadJbe)FTde(DCˆz4 Tˆk)− 2(∂aB(k)
†)B(k)(−Jbe)ATe (DCˆz4 Tˆk)
− i2(−Jad)ATd (DCˆz4 Tˆk)(−Jbe)A
T
e (DCˆz4 Tˆ
k)
}]
= +
1
24pi2
∫
d3kabctr
[(
B(k)∂aB(k)
†) (B(k)∂bB(k)†) (B(k)∂cB(k)†)]
− i
16pi2
∫
d3kabctr
[
2(∂cB(k)
†)B(k)∂a(−Jbe)ATe (DCˆz4 Tˆk) + 2(∂cB(k)
†)(∂aB(k))(−Jbe)ATe (DCˆz4 Tˆk)
]
= +
1
24pi2
∫
d3kabctr
[(
B(k)∂aB(k)
†) (B(k)∂bB(k)†) (B(k)∂cB(k)†)] ,
(S14)
where partial integration is required to obtain the last line. In the righthand side of the last line, we recognize the winding
number of a unitary matrix over the three-torus. This integral is necessarily an integer. For B(k) ∈ U(1) it is in fact always 0,
which explains why there is no nontrivial 3D TI phase for spinless electron systems. Indeed these satisfy Tˆ 2 = 1 and therefore
have singly-degenerate bands on which the representation of B(k) is one-dimensional and hence the winding number vanishes
trivially. In our case, however, since Cˆz4 Tˆ implies a double degeneracy at all k ∈ ICˆz4 Tˆ , we have B(k) ∈ U(2) and the integral
can evaluate to nontrivial integers. Hence, we find 2P3 ∈ Z, i.e., P3 is quantized to half-integer values by Cˆz4 Tˆ symmetry. This
implies a quantization of θ in units of pi.
C. Evaluation of the Chern-Simons invariant
Here, we calculate θ explicitly for the chiral HOTI model
from Eq. (1) in the main text, which in its topological phase is
given by the representative parameter choice M = 2,
Hc(k) =
(
2 +
∑
i
cos ki
)
τzσ0 +
∑
i
sin ki τyσi
+ ∆2(cos kx − cos ky) τxσ0,
(S15)
containing a Tˆ breaking term proportional to ∆2. This Hamil-
tonian has a band inversion at k0 = (pi, pi, pi). Expanding
around this point with k = k0 + k˜, we obtain
Hc(k˜) = −τzσ0 +
∑
i
k˜i τyσi. (S16)
We choose a gauge in which the normalized eigentstates of
the two occupied bands are (to first order in k˜)
u1(k˜) =
1
f(k˜)
{
k˜x − ik˜y,−k˜z, 0, 0
}
,
u2(k˜) =
1
f(k˜)
{
+k˜z, k˜x + ik˜y, 0, 0
}
,
(S17)
where we have defined the normalization f(k˜) = |k˜|. Note
that for k˜z = 0, we have
k˜x−ik˜y
f(k˜)
=
k˜x−ik˜y√
k˜2x+k˜
2
y
. This expression,
which occurs in both eigenstates, is multi-valued at k˜ = 0 [for
instance, in the limit (k˜x → 0, k˜y = 0) it evaluates to 1, while
for (k˜y → 0, k˜x = 0) it evaluates to i]. On the other hand, for
an expansion around the other Cˆz4 Tˆ invariant momenta k0 ∈
{(0, 0, 0), (pi, pi, 0), (0, 0, pi)}, we obtain f(k˜) =
√
4 + 3k˜2
and the eigenstates are well defined in the vicinity of these
points.
Note that Eq. (S1) can be written as the integral of a total
derivative which vanishes on the Brillouin zone torus (which
has no boundary) as long as all functions are single-valued.
Therefore, contributions to the CS form can be thought of as
arising from points in momentum space where Bloch states
in a given gauge are multi-valued. The resulting form of the
Berry gauge field near k0 = (pi, pi, pi), expanded in the basis
of Pauli matrices, is given by
A(k˜) = 1|k˜|2 k˜ ∧
−σxσy
σz
+O(1), (S18)
in which we recognize the gauge field of an SU(2) monopole.
As a result of this monopole, the CS form evaluates to θ = pi
independent of ∆2, i.e., even if Tˆ symmetry is broken as long
as Cˆz4 Tˆ symmetry is preserved.
II. TOPOLOGICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF CHIRAL
HIGHER-ORDER TOPOLOGICAL INSULATORS WITH
INVERSION SYMMETRY
Note that the Hamiltonian given in Eq. (1) in the main text
is invariant under the combination of time-reversal and in-
version symmetry Iˆ Tˆ , with representations I = τzσ0 and
4
T = τ0σyK . This symmetry, which forces the bands to be
two-fold degenerate at all k, is not essential for the topologi-
cal phase of the model, and may be broken by adding a pertur-
bation δ τxσ0 to the Hamiltonian, with δ a small real parame-
ter. However, when Iˆ Tˆ symmetry holds, we may formulate a
topological index that simplifies the topological characteriza-
tion.
To achieve this, the unitary symmetry Cˆ4Iˆ with matrix rep-
resentation Smn(k) = 〈um(k)|C4I |un(k)〉 , where |un(k)〉
span the filled subspace, can be used in the same way inver-
sion symmetry is used in Ref. 3. We can study the eigenval-
ues of S(k) at the four high symmetry points k ∈ ICˆz4 Tˆ =
{(0, 0, 0), (pi, pi, 0), (0, 0, pi), (pi, pi, pi)}. Since (Cˆ4Iˆ)4 = −1,
the eigenvalues of S(k) are the fourth roots of −1. Due
to [Cˆ4Iˆ , IˆTˆ ] = 0, and Iˆ Tˆ being anti-unitary, they have to
come in complex-conjugated pairs {ξkeipi/4, ξke−ipi/4} with
ξk = +1 or ξk = −1. The symmetry action of Cˆ4Iˆ on the
filled subspace at a high symmetry point k ∈ ICˆz4 Tˆ is then
characterized by the set ξn,k, n = 1, · · · , N/2, where N is
the number of filled bands.
We may therefore define the topological invariant in the
presence of Iˆ Tˆ symmetry as
(−1)νc =
N/2∏
n=1
∏
k∈ICˆz4 Tˆ
ξn,k, (S19)
which resembles the Fu-Kane formula for inversion-
symmetric TIs2. This invariant is well defined for the follow-
ing reason: by the bulk-boundary correspondence of chiral
HOTIs, when breaking Tˆ but preserving Cˆz4 Tˆ , the band in-
version which in the first-order TI case led to gapless surfaces
now induces gapless channels along the hinges separating the
x and y surfaces. To detect this phase transition, Fu and Kane
have used a product over the inversion Iˆ eigenvalues at the
time-reversal invariant momenta, which should be −1 in the
nontrivial case. Here, we do not have Iˆ symmetry, but only
Cˆz4 Iˆ , which we may however use in the very same way, as
indicated in Eq. (S19). We prove this formula by adiabati-
cally interpolating to the unperturbed case (with Tˆ , Cˆz4 , and Iˆ
symmetry), which can be done without a bulk gap closing. In
this situation, both the Fu-Kane formula and Eq. (S19) evalu-
ate to the same result, i.e., the eigenvalues of Cˆz4 Iˆ show the
same inversion as those of Iˆ for the following reason: the
Cˆz4 eigenvalues of the occupied bands at (kx, ky) = (0, 0)
and (kx, ky) = (pi, pi) are well-defined for all kz and—since
the system is insulating—are independent of kz . Thus, each
Kramers pair of Cˆz4 eigenvalues enters twice in the product in
Eq. (S19), once at kz = 0 and once at kz = pi. Thus, any pos-
sible inversion in the Cˆz4 eigenvalues is rendered trivial by the
product in Eq. (S19), and only the band inversions of Iˆ enter.
In particular, only the band inversions at the k ∈ ICˆz4 Tˆ enter,
as for all other points, Cˆ4 symmetry makes inversion eigenval-
ues come in pairs [e.g., (0, pi, 0) and (pi, 0, 0) have the same
inversion eigenvalues].
More explicitly, if we denote by χn,k the inversion eigenvalues of band pair n at the time-reversal invariant momenta ITˆ , the
following identity holds for a Cˆz4 and Tˆ invariant system:∏
n
∏
k∈ITˆ
χn,k =
∏
n
χn,(0,0,0)χn,(pi,pi,0)χn,(0,0,pi)χn,(pi,pi,pi)
=
∏
n
ξ2n,(0,0,0)ξ
2
n,(pi,pi,0)χn,(0,0,0)χn,(pi,pi,0)χn,(0,0,pi)χn,(pi,pi,pi)
=
∏
n
(
ξn,(0,0,0)χn,(0,0,0)
) (
ξn,(pi,pi,0)χn,(pi,pi,0)
) (
ξn,(0,0,pi)χn,(0,0,pi)
) (
ξn,(pi,pi,pi)χn,(pi,pi,pi)
)
.
(S20)
Here we used that ξ2n,k = 1,
∏
n ξn,(0,0,0) =
∏
n ξn,(0,0,pi) and
∏
n ξn,(pi,pi,0) =
∏
n ξn,(pi,pi,pi) as well as
∏
n χn,(pi,0,kz) =∏
n χn,(0,pi,kz) for kz = 0, pi. The left-hand side of Eq. (S20) is exactly the Fu-Kand band inversion formula and the right-hand
side is Eq. (S19). Since the right-hand side is also well-defined if only Cˆz4 Tˆ is a symmetry, but not Cˆ4 and Tˆ alone, and the two
cases are connected without gap closing, it constitutes a well-defined invariant for this case. In the case of the model given by
Eq. (1) in the main text, there is a single inversion ξk = −1 at k = (pi, pi, pi) or k = (0, 0, 0) for 1 < M < 3 or −1 > M > −3,
respectively, confirming νc = −1 in these parameter regimes.
III. DEGENERACIES IN THE CHIRAL HIGHER-ORDER
TI BULK AND WILSON LOOP SPECTRA
Here we discuss the degeneracies in the chiral HOTI bulk
and Wilson loop spec-
tra enforced by Cˆz4 Tˆ . At the four Cˆ
z
4 Tˆ invariant momenta
k taken from ICˆz4 Tˆ = {(0, 0, 0), (pi, pi, 0), (0, 0, pi), (pi, pi, pi)}
the relation (Cˆz4 Tˆ )
4 = −1 enforces a Kramers-like degener-
acy: if we assume C4T |ψ〉 = eiα |ψ〉 for an energy eigenstate
|ψ〉 at the high-symmetry points, applying (C4T )3 from the
left on this equation leads to the contradiction |ψ〉 = − |ψ〉,
hence a doublet must exist.
We now show that a similar degeneracy is induced in the
band structure of the Wilson loop W z(kx, ky) (which was de-
5
fined in the methods section entitled “Wilson loop”) at the
Cˆ4Tˆ invariant momenta (kx, ky) = (0, 0) and (kx, ky) =
(pi, pi).
In general, Cˆz4 Tˆ invariance implies
Cz4T |un(k)〉 = Bnm(k) |um(DCˆz4 Tˆk)〉 , (S21)
where Bnm(k) = 〈um(DCˆz4 Tˆk)|C
z
4T |un(k)〉 is the unitary
sewing matrix that connects states at k with those at DCˆz4 Tˆk
which have the same energy. Summation over repeated in-
dices is implied here as well as below.
Since the filled subspace at all two-dimensional momenta
(kx, ky) is invariant under Cˆz4 Tˆ , all projectors P (k) that en-
ter W z(kx, ky) commute with Cz4T . Therefore, at the Cˆ
z
4 Tˆ -
invariant momenta (kx, ky) ∈ {(0, 0), (pi, pi)}, W z(kx, ky)
transforms under Cˆz4 Tˆ as
W zmn(kx, ky) =
Bmi(kz = 0)
[
[W z(kx, ky)]
−1
]∗
ij
[
B−1(kz = 0)
]
jn
.
(S22)
When writing W z(kx, ky) = eiHW(kx,ky), Eq. (S22) implies
that HW(kx, ky) = [B(k)K ]HW(kx, ky)[B(k)K ]−1, i.e.,
[B(k)K ] is an anti-unitary symmetry of HW(kx, ky). Due
to the relation [B(k)K ]4 = −1 for each k [which can be de-
rived by writing outBmn(k) as the matrix elements ofCz4T in
the filled subspace], the eigenvalues ofHW are degenerate for
the Cˆz4 Tˆ -invariant values of (kx, ky) by the same argument as
above.
IV. NESTED BOUNDARY SPECTRA: ENTANGLEMENT
SPECTRUM AND BRILLOUIN ZONE WILSON LOOP
In this section we study the boundary degrees of freedom
of HOTIs. We focus on the chiral case as exemplified by
Hc(k) given in Eq. (1) of the main text. The most direct
way to determine the boundary spectrum is to perform a slab
calculation, where open instead of periodic boundary con-
ditions are imposed in one direction (chosen to be x here).
The slab Hamiltonian Hslab(ky, kz) has one less good mo-
mentum quantum number and its spectrum is gapless if the
system is a first-order TI. In the following we employ two al-
ternative approaches that allow us to infer information about
the (topological) boundary spectrum of a bulk gapped Hamil-
tonian H(k) and hence about the topological bulk-boundary
correspondence.
A. Nested entanglement spectrum
The single-particle entanglement spectrum21,22 is the spec-
trum of the logarithm of the reduced density matrix ρA of
a system that is obtained by subdividing the single-particle
Hilbert space into two parts A and B and tracing out the de-
grees of freedom of B
ρA = TrB |Ψ〉 〈Ψ| ≡ 1
Ze
e−He , (S23)
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FIG. S1. Nested entanglement and Wilson loop spectra for the
second-order 3D chiral TI model defined in Eq. (1) in the main text
with M/t = 2 and ∆1/t = ∆2/t = 1. (a) Gapped Entangle-
ment spectrum of He(ky, kz) for a bipartitioning of the system in
the x-y-plane as shown in the inset. (b) Nested entanglement spec-
trum obtained from the ground state of the entanglement Hamilto-
nian He(ky, kz) itself by further tracing out the subsystem A2. The
chiral gapless modes, localized at the hinges of region A1 reflect the
presence of chiral hinge modes. (c) Eigenvalues of the Wilson loop
HamiltonianHW(ky, kz) in x-direction. The spectrum is gapped for
all (ky, kz), in accordance with the gapped surface spectrum of a
second-order 3D TI. (d) Higher-order Berry phase spectrum defined
by diagonalizing the nested, second-order Wilson loop Hamiltonian
in the “filled” subspace of the gapped first-order Wilson loop Hamil-
tonian HW(ky, kz) along the ky-direction, obtaining a Wilson-of-
Wilson loop Hamiltonian that only depends on kz . The nontriv-
ial winding along kz is in one-to-one correspondence with gapless
hinge-excitations in the geometry of Fig. 1 (a). (e) The same nontriv-
ial winding can be obtained when computing the Wilson loop spec-
trum of the slab Hamiltonian of model (1). Being the Wilson loop of
a slab, the number of bands is proportional to the linear system size
(the thickness of the slab). (f) Non-nested z-direction Wilson loop
spectrum.
where |Ψ〉 is the gapped many-body ground state of H(k).
The last equality then defines the entanglement Hamiltonian
He, with normalization Ze = Tr e−He . Here we are inter-
ested in a real-space cut separating regions A and B such that
all lattice sites r with x > 0 are in A, and B is the comple-
ment of A. In this case, ky and kz are good quantum numbers
which label the blocks of He as He(ky, kz). The entangle-
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ment spectrum [the spectrum of He(ky, kz)] of a topological
state has been shown to be in direct correspondence with the
spectrum of the physical slab Hamiltonian for open boundary
conditions in the x-direction.23 In fact, for the model given in
Eq. (1) of the main text it is fully gapped [see Fig. S1 (a)].
To determine the presence of hinge modes for HOTIs, we
introduce the nested entanglement spectrum. Consider a fur-
ther subdivision of region A into parts A1 and A2 [right inset
of Fig. S1 (b)]. Let |Ψe〉 be the gapped many-body ground
state of He(ky, kz), where we consider half-filling. Note that
half-filling here itself defines a subspace within the filled en-
ergy bands. In fact, the half-filled single particle entangle-
ment spectrum bands physically correspond to the many-body
ground state of the density matrix with half of the particles in
region A and half of the particles in region B. The nested en-
tanglement Hamiltonian He−e(kz) on A1 is then defined by
TrA2 |Ψe〉 〈Ψe| ≡
1
Ze−e
e−He−e . (S24)
It has one less good momentum quantum number and is in cor-
respondence with the spectrum of the slab with open bound-
ary conditions in two directions, that is, with the spectrum
of the physical system in the presence of a surface termina-
tion featuring hinges. The nested entanglement spectrum in
Fig. S1 (b) shows the gapless chiral hinge modes of He−e
(one located at each of the four hinges of region A1).
B. Nested Wilson loop
The Wilson loop (along the kx direction, for example) is an
operator on the filled band subspace ofH(k) defined as
W xmn(ky, kz) = 〈um(2pi, ky, kz)|
2pi←0∏
kx
P (k) |un(0, ky, kz)〉 ,
(S25)
where |um(k)〉 are the Bloch eigenstates of the Hamiltonian
H(k), the indices m,n run over its filled bands, P (k) =
|um(k)〉 〈um(k)| is the projector on the subspace of filled
bands at momentum k, and summation over repeated indices
is implied here as well as below. The spectrum ofW x(ky, kz)
shares its topological features (such as protected boundary
modes) with the physical slab Hamiltonian for open bound-
ary conditions in the x-direction19,20. Being a unitary opera-
tor, W x(ky, kz) can be written as W x(ky, kz) = eiHW(ky,kz),
where HW(ky, kz) is a Hermitian operator called the Wilson
loop Hamiltonian.4 We observe from direct numerical compu-
tation for the chiral HOTI defined in Eq. (1) that the spectrum
of W x(ky, kz) is fully gapped, reflecting the gapped nature of
the surface [see Fig. S1 (c)]. In fact, HW(ky, kz) can be seen
as a Hamiltonian for a 2D insulator. Explicit computation re-
veals that the half-filled subspace carries a nontrivial Chern
number C = ±1.
We can now compute the Wilson loop spectrum of the Wil-
son loop Hamiltonian HW(ky, kz), following the concept of
nested Wilson loops introduced in Ref. 4. To do this, we first
diagonalize the gapped Hamiltonian HW(ky, kz) and eval-
uate a y-directed Wilson loop in its filled subspace. As a
result, we obtain an effective one-dimensional system with
good momentum quantum number kz that shows the gapless,
symmetry protected spectral flow of a Chern insulator [see
Fig. S1 (d)].
Finally, Figure S1 (f) exemplifies the non-trivial Z2 wind-
ing in the spectrum of the first-order (so non-nested) Wil-
son loop operator W z(kx, ky). The gapless spectrum of
the Wilson loop W z(kx, ky) is also in correspondence with
the gapless nature of the (001) surface of the model men-
tioned above. The connectivity of the Wilson loop bands
between the the Cˆz4 Tˆ -enforced Kramers pairs at momenta
(kx, ky) ∈ {(0, 0), (pi, pi)} is a Z2 topological invariant.19,20
In contrast to 3D TIs with Tˆ symmetry, the Wilson loop spec-
trum has no Kramers degeneracies at momenta (kx, ky) ∈
{(0, pi), (pi, 0)}.
V. ALTERNATIVE MODELS FOR CHIRAL
HIGHER-ORDER TI
A. 3D chiral higher-order TI as a perturbation of a 3D
first-order TI
Here we discuss the possibility of realizing a chiral 3D
HOTI on the basis of a 3D first-order TI, which is initially
invariant under both Cˆ4 and Tˆ symmetry, by performing a
time-reversal breaking surface manipulation. For simplicity,
we consider the case of only Cˆz4 rotation symmetry, as found
in tetragonal crystal structures (a generalization to cubic crys-
tal structures with three Cˆ4 symmetries is discussed in the
Sec. V C). We consider such a system in a geometry with open
boundary conditions in the x and y directions and periodic
boundary conditions in the z direction, as depicted in Fig. 1 in
the main text.
As its defining feature, the 3D TI has one Dirac cone on
each surface. Now consider perturbing the 3D TI such that
(i) a gap is opened on each surface with a normal lying in
the (x, y) plane and (ii) the system remains invariant under
the product Cˆz4 Tˆ . Such a perturbation necessarily breaks Cˆ
z
4
and Tˆ individually. The four hinges are then domain walls
at which the magnetization changes from inward to outward
pointing. It is well known24 that such a domain wall on the
surface of a 3D TI binds a gapless chiral mode, which in the
case at hand is reinterpreted as the hinge mode of a HOTI.
Such a Cˆz4 Tˆ symmetric perturbation could be applied to the
surface only by coating the (100) surfaces and the (010) sur-
faces with ferromagnetic layers whose magnetization is ori-
ented parallel and antiparallel to the surface normal, respec-
tively [see Fig. 1 (a)].
B. Optical lattice model for chiral higher-order TI
Here, we present an alternative model for a second-order
chiral TI with protected hinge states, which naturally lends
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FIG. S2. Real-space hopping picture for the optical lattice model
with H4 =
∑
〈ij〉∈(x,y)
(
t
(x,y)
ij c
†
z,icz,j + t
z
ijc
†
z,icz+1,j
)
. (a) In the
(x, y)-plane, we take over the hopping terms t(x,y)ij from the 2D
quadrupole model presented in Ref. 4. Here, solid blue lines con-
tribute a hopping amplitude ofM to t(x,y)13 = t
(x,y)
24 = t
(x,y)
14 , dashed
blue lines contribute −M to t(x,y)23 , and the additional red lines, with
amplitues ±1 for solid and dashed lines, respectively, implement a
dimerization as long asM 6= 1. (b) We then couple the (x, y)-planes
in z-direction with nearest and next-to-nearest neighbor hoppings tzij .
Here, solid blue lines stand for a hopping amplitude tz13 = tz24 = 1,
dashed blue lines for tz14 = −1, solid red lines for tz11 = tz22 = i
(for hoppings in the direction of the arrow), and dashed red lines for
tz33 = t
z
44 = −i (for hoppings in the direction of the arrow).
itself to an interpretation in terms of magnetic fluxes and
nearest as well we next-to-nearest neighbor hoppings, and
is thus possibly realizable in ultra-cold atomic systems (see
Fig. S2 for a real-space picture). This model corresponds to
a topological-to-trivial tuning of the second-order 2D TI, or
electric quadrupole TI, from Ref. 4 along the z direction.
In momentum space, the Hamiltonian of the 4-band model
has the form
H(k) = [M − cos(kz) + cos(kx)] τxσ0
− [M − cos(kz) + cos(ky)] τyσy
− ∆1 [sin(kx) τyσz + sin(ky) τyσx
+ sin(kz) τzσ0] + ∆2 τzσy,
(S26)
where σ0 and σi, i = x, y, z, as well as are τ0 and τi,
i = x, y, z, are the 2 × 2 identity matrix and the three Pauli
matrices.
The Hamiltonian H respects Cˆz4 Tˆ , and the parameter ∆2
can be turned on weakly to break the product of inversion and
time-reversal symmetry Iˆ Tˆ , with I = τ0σy and T = K . The
Cˆz4 rotation is represented by the real matrix C
z
4 =
(
0 1
−iσy 0
)
.
Note that for spinless fermions with Tˆ 2 = 1 we usually have
(Cˆz4 )
4 = 1. However, the present model features a pi-flux
piercing the (x, y)-plane, which contributes a phase factor eipi
to any wavefunction after a fourfold rotation, and therefore
implies (Cˆz4 )
4 = −1. Thus, all of the Cˆz4 Tˆ eigenvalues are
complex, and by the complex conjugation afforded by Tˆ occur
necessarily in degenerate pairs at the Cˆ4Tˆ invariant momenta
k ∈ ICˆz4 Tˆ = {(0, 0, 0), (pi, pi, 0), (0, 0, pi), (pi, pi, pi)} (since
these are left unchanged by Cˆz4 ).
C. Isotropic chiral higher-order TI
The anisotropic model Hamiltonian (1) for a chiral 3D
HOTI from the main text can be straightforwardly generalized
to an isotropic 12-band model with Hamiltonian
Hc,12(k) = eˆ(1) ⊗Hc(k) + eˆ(2) ⊗RHc(DRˆk)R−1
+ eˆ(3) ⊗R2Hc(DRˆ2k)R−2,
(S27)
defined on a simple cubic lattice with three copies of the de-
grees of freedom found on each lattice site of model (1). Here,
eˆ(n) are (3 × 3) matrices with elements eˆ(n)i,j = δn,iδn,j ,
for n, i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The rotation operator R about the
v = (1, 1, 1)/
√
3 axis acts on spin-orbital space of Hamil-
tonian (1) as R = τ0e−ipiv·σ/3, with momentum represen-
tation DRˆk = (ky, kz, kx). The symmetry representations
on Hc are as before, for the fourfold rotations we choose the
isotropic generalization Ci4 ≡ τ0e−i
pi
4 σi .
The Hamiltonian (S27) features three Cˆ4Tˆ symmetries, one
for every direction of space, which induce mixings between
the three sublattices. These symmetries are represented by the
(12× 12) matrices
C˜x4 ≡
0 0 10 1 0
1 0 0
⊗ Cx4 , C˜y4 ≡
0 1 01 0 0
0 0 1
⊗ Cy4 ,
C˜z4 ≡
1 0 00 0 1
0 1 0
⊗ Cz4 .
(S28)
These symmetries are implemented in the same way as in
Eq. (2), with the momentum-space transformations acting as
DCˆx4 Tˆ
k = (−kx, kz,−ky) and DCˆy4 Tˆk = (−kz,−ky, kx), in
addition to DCˆz4 Tˆk = (ky,−kx,−kz) from before.
For the anisotropic model Hamiltonian (1) from the main
text, we found that its (001) surface termination is gapless, a
property that was protected by Cˆz4 Tˆ symmetry. Therefore,
by construction, the Hamiltonian (S27) has protected gap-
less states on the (100), (010), and (001) surfaces. However,
other surfaces, such as (111), are generically gapped. As a
consequence, if we consider a geometry where all surfaces
are obtained by the application of arbitrary powers of Cˆi4Tˆ ,
(i = x, y, z) to the (111) surface, the hinges will carry chi-
ral modes. The required geometry for all surface states to
be gapped in the isotropic model is therefore the dual poly-
hedron of a cube, the octahedron, as shown in Fig. S3 (a).
In particular, coating the surfaces of an octahedral first-order
TI with ferromagnets whose magnetization is alternating be-
tween being parallel [blue in Fig. S3 (a)] and antiparallel (red)
to the surface normal in a Cˆ4Tˆ -invariant fashion results in chi-
ral states on the hinges of the octahedron.24
Physical realizations of isotropic HOTIs could be found in
3D TI materials with broken time-reversal symmetry, but pre-
served Cˆi4Tˆ symmetries. An example of the type of magnetic
order that preserves these symmetries is the Cˆ4Tˆ invariant
triple-Q (pi, pi, pi) magnetic order depicted in Fig. S3 (b) and
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FIG. S3. (a) For a Cˆ4Tˆ symmetric termination, second-order 3D
TI has gapped surfaces but gapless chiral hinge states (black arrows).
The surface magnetization is parallel to the surface normal on blue
surfaces (marked by +) and antiparallel to the surface normal on the
red surfaces (marked by −). (b) One unit cell of 3D triple-q mag-
netic order. When imposed on a system with the band structure of a
conventional 3D TI, a second-order 3D TI can be obtained.
also recently discussed in Ref. 36. We can consider a 3D TI
band structure that is weakly perturbed by such magnetic or-
der. If the energy scale of the magnetic order is much smaller
than the bulk gap of the unperturbed TI, it will mainly affect
the electronic structure of the TI surface states. The exponen-
tially decaying surface states will mainly couple to the layer of
magnetic moments closest to the surface. For the octahedral
sample shown in Fig. S3 (a), the triple-Q (pi, pi, pi) magnetic
order naturally terminates with a ferromagnetic layer of the
same alternating orientation as discussed above. We conclude
that a 3D TI coupled to (sufficiently weak) Cˆ4Tˆ preserving
magnetic order is a bulk realization of a second-order 3D TI.
VI. BULK-SURFACE-HINGE CORRESPONDENCE FOR
THE HELICAL HIGHER-ORDER TI
A. Constraints on mirror eigenvalues of domain wall modes in
two-dimensional systems
In this subsection we discuss constraints on domain wall
modes in strictly two-dimensional systems, that are imposed
by mirror symmetry. Consider a two-dimensional system with
a mirror symmetry that maps one half of the system (A) to the
other (B). For concreteness, let us consider a spinful system
with mirror eigenvalues ±i, while noting that the proof also
applies to spinless systems with mirror eigenvalues ±1. Let
the system be insulating in either half and consider a situation,
where along the line that is left invariant under the mirror sym-
metry, gapless bound states may propagate [see Fig. S4 (a)].
We will denote the mirror invariant line as domain wall and
the two edges, which are mapped into each other by the mir-
ror symmetry, as the boundary of the system. We want to
show that necessarily the number of right-movers (R) along
the domain wall with mirror eigenvalues +i equals the num-
ber of right-movers with mirror eigenvalue −i. The same is
true for the left-movers (L). Domain wall modes as shown
in Fig. S4 (b) are then disallowed, where green and blue ar-
rows denote mirror eigenvalues +i and−i, respectively. These
statements hold independent of whether or not the system is
time-reversal symmetric. If present, time-reversal symmetry
simply enforces the additional constraint that the number of
right-movers with mirror eigenvalue ±i equals the number of
left-movers with mirror eigenvalue ∓i.
We will first give a simple intuitive argument and then
a more detailed technical proof. For concreteness, let the
mirror symmetry Mˆx send (x, y) → (−x, y). Further-
more, let the system be translationally invariant with periodic
boundary conditions along the y direction for simplicity [see
Fig. S4 (a)]. All eigenstates of the mirror symmetric system,
independent of their localization, can be labeled by mirror
eigenvalues ±i. We consider the spectrum in the +i subspace
and of the −i subspace separately. Suppose now, we have one
R mode with eigenvalue +i at the domain wall, represented
by the green arrow in Fig. S4 (c). As ky is advanced by 2pi,
this chiral mode connects the valence and conduction band
of the two-dimensional bulk, as shown in Fig. S4 (d). How-
ever, the total number of bands below the bulk gap has to be
equal at ky = 0 and ky = 2pi for the spectrum to be periodic.
This implies that there is one antichiral L mode (2) with the
same mirror eigenvalue +i in the system. Since by assump-
tion this mode is not localized at the domain wall and the bulk
is gapped, it needs to be localized at the system boundary. To
be an eigenstate of mirror symmetry, it needs to be localized
on both boundaries at the same time. However, since we can-
not place ‘half’ of a mode on each boundary, there must be
another gapless L mode (2), which is also localized on both
boundaries and also a mirror eigenstate. Since we have al-
ready completed the band structure of the +i mirror subspace
with one R and one L gapless mode, this second L bound-
ary mode must have−i mirror eigenvalue. (Appropriate equal
amplitude superpositions of the L modes with +i and −i mir-
ror eigenvalues will give the L modes fully localized on only
one side of the boundary.) By the argument of spectral conti-
nuity, the −i mirror subspace cannot support a single L mode
either. Rather, we conclude that there exists also a R mode
(3) with mirror eigenvalue −i. We cannot split this mode up
to be localized on both sides on the boundary (without also
introducing an additional +i R mode). Hence, the R mode
(3) must be localized at the domain wall. Thus, via the chain
of implications shown in Fig. S4 (d), we have argued that the
existence of exactly one R mode at the domain wall with +i
mirror eigenvalue implies the existence of exactly one R mode
at the domain wall with −i mirror eigenvalue. This line of ar-
guments carries over to any integer number of modes.
Let us now turn to a more technical elaboration on one as-
pect of the above argument: we want to show that each mode
that is localized on the system boundary (not at the domain
wall) with a specific mirror eigenvalue has a degenerate part-
ner with the opposite mirror eigenvalue that is also localized
at the boundary.
Boundary-localized modes with definite mirror eigenvalue
(i.e., mirror eigenstates) have to have equal weight on both
boundaries. Their nature can be understood as follows:
boundary modes have support, up to exponentially small cor-
rections, only near the two boundaries. Denote such an eigen-
state of mirror eigenvalue +i by
ψ+(ky) = [ψA(ky), ψB(ky)]
T, (S29)
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FIG. S4. a) Domain wall geometry considered for the proof that there is no excess of mirror eigenvalue +i chiral states moving chirally in
definite direction along the domain wall. b) These two configurations and any superposition thereof are not allowed in strictly two-dimensional
systems. Green and blue arrows stand for modes with mirror eigenvalue +i and −i, respectively. c) The minimal allowed configuration with
domain wall modes. d) Logical chain of implications why the existence of mode (1) implies the existence of mode (3). Each implication
is explained in the text. The first and third implication follow from the spectral continuity of the system as a function of ky when periodic
boundary conditions are imposed in the y direction: the number of bands of a given mirror eigenvalue below the Fermi level cannot change as
ky is advanced by 2pi. Hence chiral modes at the domain wall must be compensated by antichiral modes at the boundary.
where ψA(ky) [ψB(ky)] is the part of the wave function that
lives in the single particle Hilbert space of part A [B] of the
system at given ky . The mirror symmetry exchanges A and B
and therefore has a representation of the form
Mx = i
(
0 mx
m−1x 0
)
(S30)
with mx unitary in order for Mx to be unitary.
Further, ψ+(ky) is eigenstate of the Bloch Hamiltonian of
the system
H(ky) =
(HAA(ky) HAB(ky)
HAB(ky)† HBB(ky)
)
. (S31)
Here,HAB(ky) are terms in the Hamiltonian that couple parts
A and B, i.e., local terms near the domain wall. Due to the
localization properties of the boundary mode,
HAB(ky)ψB(ky), HAB(ky)†ψA(ky), (S32)
are exponentially small in the width of the system over the
correlation length in the bulk of either part, compared to
HBB(ky)ψB(ky) and HAA(ky)ψA(ky). As a consequence,
ψ+(ky) is (up to these exponential corrections) also an eigen-
state of
H˜(ky) =
(HAA(ky) 0
0 HBB(ky)
)
. (S33)
This in turn implies that ψA(ky) is an eigenstate of HAA(ky)
and ψB(ky) is an eigenstate of HBB(ky), both with the same
eigenvalue. Notice also that the mirror symmetry Mx in
Eq. (S30) commutes with bothH(ky) and H˜(ky).
Now, ψ+(ky) is by assumption a mirror eigenstate with
eigenvalue +i, i.e.,
ψA(ky) = mxψB(ky). (S34)
Then, the state
ψ−(ky) = (ψA(ky),−ψB(ky))T , (S35)
is an eigenstate of Mx with mirror eigenvalue −i because
Mxψ−(ky) = −
(
mxψB(ky)
−m−1x ψA(ky)
)
= −ψ−(ky). (S36)
Furthermore, by the above arguments ψ−(ky) is an eigenstate
of H˜(ky) and thus also of H(ky), with the same energy and
chirality (R/L) as ψ+(ky).
We have thus shown that for any mirror eigenstate localized
at the system boundaries and of definite chirality R/L that has
mirror eigenvalue +i we can construct a degenerate state with
the same chirality, but the opposite mirror eigenvalue. Then
also the domain wall has to bind an equal number of chiral
modes with mirror eigenvalue +i and −i that propagate in the
R direction, for example. We denote this number by NR. The
same is true for the L direction, with an equal number of NL
modes in each mirror subspace. In a time-reversal breaking
system, these two numbers NR and NL can in general differ
and their difference is the Hall conductivity (in units of e2/h)
on the A side of the system, which differs by a minus sign
from the Hall conductivity on the B side.
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If in addition we consider a time-reversal symmetric sys-
tem, the Hall conductivities have to vanish, and the number of
−i R modes equals the number of +i L modes at the domain
wall. Thus, NL = NR, i.e., the number of R modes equals
the number of L modes in the +i sector. However, counter-
propagating modes in a given sector can be gapped pairwise
by local perturbations at the domain wall. Thus, all potentially
existing modes in the +i sector can generically gap. The same
holds for the−i sector. We conclude that the domain wall in a
mirror and time-reversal symmetric two-dimensional system
does not host any protected modes.
B. Correspondence between mirror Chern number and hinge
modes
Here, we show that a non-vanishing mirror Chern number
Cm pertaining to the mirror symmetry Mˆxy implies the pres-
ence of Cm/2 Kramers pairs of hinge modes in a geometry
terminated by the (100) and (010) surfaces.
We begin with a Hamiltonian that models the combination
of HD,+ and HD,− (which are defined in Eq. (4) in the main
text) on the surfaces with normals n+ and n−, respectively,
which meet at a hinge as depicted in Fig. 3 (c) in the main text.
Denote by k1 the in-plane momentum of the (110) surface that
is perpendicular to kz . The hinge is then modeled as a domain
wall in the mass term m(x1), with x1 the position conjugate
to k1. We consider the effective Dirac Hamiltonian
H(k1, kz) = v1k1σz + vzkzσx +m(x1)σy, (S37)
where we have chosen k(0)1 = k
(0)
z = 0 as an expansion point.
Since we want to find topologically protected hinge modes,
we can choosem(x1) = m¯ tanh (x1/λ), as a smooth interpo-
lation to represent the domain wall. Solving for a zero-energy
state at kz = 0, we find two solutions,
|±〉 = f±(x1)(1,±1)T, f±(x1) = N
[
cosh (x)
]∓m¯λ/v1
,
(S38)
where N is a normalization constant. The solutions |±〉
have eigenvalues ±i, respectively, under the mirror symme-
try Mˆxy = iσx that sends x1 → −x1. For a given solution
to be normalizable, we require ± m¯λv1 > 0. Thus, for either
choice of the sign of m¯λv1 , exactly one solution is normaliz-
able. To determine the chiral dispersion of the solution, we
reinstate kz and consider the energy shift to first order
∆E± = 〈±| vzkzσx |±〉 = ±vzkz. (S39)
From this we deduce that the domain wall either binds a R
moving mode with mirror eigenvalue i sgn(vz), or an L mov-
ing mode with mirror eigenvalue−i sgn(vz), as claimed in the
main text.
VII. ALTERNATIVE MODEL FOR HELICAL
HIGHER-ORDER TI
To define a natural helical, i.e., time-reversal symmetric,
generalization of the chiral model considered in the main text,
we consider spinful electrons hopping on a lattice with two
sets of orbitals labeled as (dµx2−y2 , d
µ
xy)α = v
µ
α on each site
(so that α, µ = 0, 1). The model Hamiltonian reads in real-
space
Hh =
M
2
∑
r,α,µ
(−1)α c†r,α,µcr,α,µ
+
t
2
∑
r,α,µ
∑
i=x,y,z
(−1)α c†r+eˆi,α,µcr,α,µ
+
∆1
2
∑
r,α,µ
∑
i=x,y,z
c†r+eˆi,α+1,µ σi cr,α,µ
+
∆2
2
∑
r,α,µ
∑
i=x,y,z
(−1)α ni c†r+eˆi,α+1,µ+1cr,α,µ
+ h.c.,
(S40)
where α and µ are defined modulo 2, nˆ = (1,−1, 0), and
c†r,α,µ creates a spinor c
†
r,α,µ = (c
†
r,α,µ,↑, c
†
r,α,µ,↓) in orbital
(α, µ) at lattice site r. We denote by σ0 and σi, i = x, y, z,
respectively, the 2× 2 identity matrix and the three Pauli ma-
trices acting on the spin 1/2 degree of freedom.
In momentum space, the corresponding Bloch Hamiltonian
takes the form
Hh(k) =
(
M + t
∑
i
cos ki
)
τzρ0σ0
+ ∆1
∑
i
sin ki τxρ0σi
+ ∆2(cos kx − cos ky) τyρyσ0.
(S41)
Here, the Pauli matrices τi and ρi act on the α and µ index of
the vµα orbital vector, respectively, σi acts on spin as before,
and zero components such as τ0 stand for an identity matrix.
We now describe how the helical HOTI phase of this Hamil-
tonian in the parameter range 1 < |M | < 3 can be protected
by either mirror or fourfold rotational symmetries.
A. Protection by mirror symmetries
Consider the symmetry representations
T ≡ τ0ρ0σyK , DTˆ k = −k,
Mx ≡ i τzρ0σx, DMˆx k = (−kx, ky, kz),
My ≡ i τzρ0σy, DMˆy k = (kx,−ky, kz),
Cz4 ≡ τ0ρ0e−i
pi
4 σz , DCˆz4
k = (−ky, kx, kz).
(S42)
For ∆2 = 0, the model preserves all of these symmetries indi-
vidually. Note that Cˆz4 together with the Mˆx/y mirror symme-
tries implies the diagonal mirror symmetries Cˆz4Mˆy = Mˆxy
and Cˆz4Mˆx = Mˆxy¯ . All mirror symmetries allow the defini-
tion of mirror Chern numbers on mirror-invariant subspaces of
the Brillouin zone: For the Mˆx and Mˆy symmetries, these are
the kx = 0, pi and ky = 0, pi planes, respectively, for the Mˆxy
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FIG. S5. (a) Spectra of the Cˆz4 -graded Wilson loops W
Cˆz4
ξ=+(kx, ky)
and W Cˆ
z
4
ξ=−(kx, ky) defined in Eq. (S47), evaluated for model (S41)
with M/t = 2 and ∆1/t = ∆2/t = 1. Both spectra are ex-
actly equal to one another. All states in each spectrum have an ex-
tra double degeneracy. Thus, the degeneracies at (kx, ky) = (0, 0)
and (kx, ky) = (pi, pi) correspond to a superposition of four Dirac
points. This corresponds to the minimal nontrivial degeneracy, as
all states at these Cˆz4 -invariant momenta are four-fold repeated by
the construction of the Cˆz4 -graded Wilson loops in Eq. (S47). (b)
Nested Wilson loop spectrum for model (S41) as defined in Supple-
mentary Note IV B. The nontrivial winding along kz is in one-to-
one correspondence with gapless hinge-excitations in the geometry
of Fig. 1 (a).
and Mˆxy¯ symmetries they are the kx = ky and kx = −ky
planes, respectively.
While the mirror Chern numbers of model (S41) with 1 <
M < 3 and ∆2 = 0 on the kx/y = 0 planes are 0, on the
kx/y = pi and kx = ±ky planes they are equal to 2, and there-
fore protect two surface Dirac cones each on bulk terminations
that preserve the respective mirror symmetries. Turning on
∆2 weakly gaps out the Dirac cones on the surfaces obtained
by terminating the system in x and y direction with oppo-
site masses. This breaks Cˆz4 and Mˆx/y individually, rendering
the respective mirror Chern numbers ill-defined, but preserves
Mˆxy and Mˆxy¯ , which retain their mirror Chern number of 2 on
the kx = ±ky planes, and still enforce two Dirac cones each
on the (110), (11¯0), and (001) surfaces. From Eq. (5) in the
main text we therefore deduce the presence of one Kramers
pair of helical modes located at the hinges separating the (100)
and (010) surface terminations.
B. Protection by Cˆ4 symmetry
Consider now an alternative but equally valid set of sym-
metry representations for Hamiltonian (S41), which feature a
Cˆz4 symmetry preserved by the term proportional to ∆2
T ≡ τ0ρ0σyK , DTˆ k = −k,
Cz4 ≡ τ0ρ1e−i
pi
4 σz , DCˆz4
k = (−ky, kx, kz). (S43)
Since (Cˆz4 )
4 = −1, all the Cˆz4 eigenvalues are complex, and
due to time reversal symmetry necessarily occur in complex
conjugated pairs {ξkeipi/4, ξke−ipi/4}. Along the Cˆz4 invari-
ant lines (kx, ky) ∈ {(0, 0), (pi, pi)}, this allows us to group
the bands of (S41) into two subspaces with ξk = +1 and
ξk = −1, respectively. To protect a helical HOTI by Cˆ4
symmetry, we require that the first-order Z2 invariant, defined
through the CS term in Eq. (S1), is nontrivial in each of the
two subspaces with ξk = +1 and ξk = −1 individually. (If
only one subspace had a nontrivial Z2 invariant, the system
would be a conventional 3D TI with gapless surfaces protected
by Tˆ symmetry.)
To measure this Cˆ4-graded index, we employ a generalized
Brillouin zone Wilson loop. In the main text, it was argued
that for the chiral HOTI with Cˆz4 Tˆ symmetry, a nontrivial
winding of the z-direction Wilson loop W z(kx, ky) between
the points (0, 0) and (pi, pi) is in one-to-one correspondence
with a nontrivial Z2 index. To generalize this concept to the
present case of Cˆz4 and Tˆ symmetry, we introduce the states
|Ψα(k)〉 =
(|u(k)〉 , e−iαCz4 |u(k)〉 ,
e−2iα(Cz4 )
2 |u(k)〉 , e−3iα(Cz4 )3 |u(k)〉
)
,
(S44)
where we denote by |u(k)〉 = (|um(k)〉)m=1,··· ,N the vector
of eigenstates of the N filled bands at a given momentum k
and α = pi/4,−pi/4, 3pi/4,−3pi/4. The states |Ψα(k)〉 are
eigenstates of the operator
R4 =
 0 0 0 C
z
4
Cz4 0 0 0
0 Cz4 0 0
0 0 Cz4 0
 (S45)
with eigenvalue eiα, and are defined everywhere in the Bril-
louin zone. Here, α = ±pi/4 and α = ±3pi/4 correspond to
ξ = 1 and ξ = −1, respectively.
By introducing the projector
Pˆξ(k) = |Ψpi
4 (2−ξ)(k)〉 〈Ψpi4 (2−ξ)(k)|+ |Ψ−pi4 (2−ξ)(k)〉 〈Ψ−pi4 (2−ξ)(k)| , ξ = ±1, (S46)
onto a time-reversal invariant subspace, we may define the Cˆz4 -graded Wilson loop
W
Cˆz4
ξ,(mλ)(m′λ′)(kx, ky) = 〈Ψmλpi4 (2−ξ)(kx, ky, 2pi)|
2pi←0∏
kz
Pˆξ(k) |Ψm′λ′ pi4 (2−ξ)(kx, ky, 0)〉 , (S47)
where m,m′ = 1...4 and λ, λ′ = ±1 so that W Cˆz4ξ is an 8× 8 matrix.
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In the two time reversal invariant subspaces, corresponding to
ξ = 1 (α = ±pi/4) and ξ = −1 (α = ±3pi/4), the wind-
ing of the eigenvalues of W Cˆ
z
4
ξ (kx, ky) between the points
(kx, ky) = (0, 0) and (pi, pi) defines a Z2 topological invariant
[see Fig. S5 (a)].
Alternatively, we may calculate the nested Wilson loop as
described in section IV B: We first evaluate the Wilson loop
along the x direction, which is gapped. We then take the
nested Wilson loop in its filled subspace along the y direction,
retaining only kz as a good quantum number. Figure S5 (b)
shows that its spectrum as a function of kz consists of a pair
of helical modes, confirming the gapless nature of the hinge.
VIII. SnTe AS A HIGHER-ORDER TOPOLOGICAL
INSULATOR
A. Tight-binding model with (110) strain
We consider a modification of a model describing the topo-
logical crystalline insulator5 SnTe6. SnTe forms a rocksalt lat-
tice structure on top of which we consider a distortion due to
uniaxial stress [see Fig. 4 (a)] along the (110) direction mod-
eled by a crystal field splitting parameter ∆. For pristine SnTe,
we have ∆ = 0. Strained SnTe with ∆ 6= 0 has lower octahe-
dral symmetry. The Hamiltonian
Hh =m
∑
j
(−1)j
∑
r,s
c†j,s,r · cj,s,r
+
∑
j,j′
tjj′
∑
(r,r′),s
c†j,s,r · dr,r′ dr,r′ · cj,s,r′ + h.c.
+ iλ
∑
j
∑
r,s,s′
c†j,s,r × cj,s′,r · σss′
+ ∆
∑
j
∑
r,s
(
c†j,s,r,pxcj,s,r,py + c
†
j,s,r,py
cj,s,r,px
)
(S48)
acts on the degrees of freedom on a rocksalt lattice struc-
ture [see Fig. 4 (a)], of which Sn atoms (j = 1) and Te
atoms (j = 2) each form one sublattice. The operators
c†j,s,r,pi , i = x, y, z, create an electron at lattice site r,
sublattice j, with spin s =↑, ↓ in one of the three p or-
bitals px, py , pz , and are combined into the spinor c
†
j,s,r =
(c†j,s,r,px , c
†
j,s,r,py
, c†j,s,r,pz ). The summation (r, r
′) includes
both nearest and next-nearest neighbor hopping and dr,r′ is
the unit vector in the direction of the hopping process. We
choose the parameters37 m = 1.65 for the staggered sublattice
potential, t12 = t21 = 0.9, t11 = −t22 = 0.5, for the nearest
and next-nearest neighbor hopping amplitude, and λ = 0.7 for
the strength of spin-orbit coupling. To disentangle the hinge
electronic structure obtained with ∆ = −0.4, we furthermore
apply an on-site chemical potential |µhinge| = 0.2, which is
nonvanishing only on the hinge sites, and has positive sign on
the pair of sites invariant under the Mˆxy mirror symmetry, and
negative sign on the pair invariant under Mˆxy¯ . This creates a
difference in value between the xy hinge state eigenenergies
and the xy¯ hinge state eigenenergies.
In order to write down the corresponding Bloch Hamilto-
nian, we choose the lattice spacing a = 1 and define mSn =
−mTe = 1.65 to automatically incorporate the staggered sub-
lattice potential. We also introduce the orbital angular mo-
mentum operators
Lx = i
0 0 00 0 −1
0 1 0
 , Ly = i
 0 0 10 0 0
−1 0 0
 ,
Lz = i
0 −1 01 0 0
0 0 0
 ,
(S49)
as well as the hopping matrices Ti = di ⊗ di, i ∈
{x, y, z, xy, xy¯, xz, xz¯, yz, yz¯}, where
dx = (1, 0, 0), dy =(0, 1, 0), dz = (0, 0, 1),
dxy = (1, 1, 0)/2, dxy¯ = (1,−1, 0)/2,
dxz = (1, 0, 1)/2, dxz¯ = (1, 0,−1)/2,
dyz = (0, 1, 1)/2, dyz¯ = (0, 1,−1)/2.
(S50)
The on-site Hamiltonian is then given by
Hosj = mj + λ
3∑
α=1
Lα ⊗ σα, j ∈ {Sn,Te}, (S51)
and the k-independent part of the full Hamiltonian reads
H0 =
( HosSn t12T †x
t21Tx HosTe
)
. (S52)
We may then set up the hopping matrices (j ∈ {1, 2})
Hxyjj (k) = tjj (eikxTxy + ei(kz−ky)Txy¯),
Hxzjj (k) = tjj (eikzTxz + ei(kx−ky)Txz¯),
Hyzjj (k) = tjj (eikyTyz + ei(kx−kz)Tyz¯),
Hxy12 (k) = t12 (ei(kx+kz−ky)Tx + eikxTy),
Hxy21 (k) = t21 ei(ky−kz)Ty,
Hz12(k) = t12 ei(kz)Tz,
Hz21(k) = t21 ei(ky−kx)Tz,
(S53)
in order to define
H1(k) =
(Hxy11 (k) +Hxz11 (k) +Hyz11(k) Hxy12 (k) +Hz12(k)
Hxy21 (k) +Hz21(k) Hxy22 (k) +Hxz22 (k) +Hyz22(k)
)
. (S54)
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FIG. S6. Band structure of the surface Dirac cones of the topological crystalline insulator SnTe calculated in a slab geometry, from left to
right: undistorted cubic phase with gapless Dirac cones, with 1%, 3%, and 5% strain along the (110) direction. The strain breaks the mirror
symmetry that protects the Dirac cones and hence can open a gap.
The full Bloch Hamiltonian is then given by
H(k) = H0 +H1(k) +H1(k)†. (S55)
Diagonalizing the Hamiltonian in the geometry described
above with ∆ 6= 0 reveals a fully gapped electronic struc-
ture, except at the hinges [see Fig. 4 (c)], where one Kramers
pair of gapless modes is localized at each hinge. It is worth
noting that there are ‘flat-band’ hinge states connecting the
kz projections of the surface Dirac cones already for ∆ = 0
[see inset of Fig. 4 (c)], reminiscent of the ‘flat-band’ states
at the zig-zag edge of graphene and states bound to the sur-
face step edges of topological crystalline insulators27. With
these ‘flat-band’ states, undistorted SnTe may be viewed as a
higher-order topological semimetal.
B. Surface gaps from DFT
Figure S6 shows the evolution of the surface Dirac cones
under uniaxial strain along the (110) direction. 1% strain is
sufficient to open a gap of 30 meV which might be enough to
detect hinge states in this gap. All four cones on the (100) and
(010) surfaces are symmetry-equivalent with respect to this
strain direction. For this reason it is sufficient to study one of
them.
C. Dirac picture of the SnTe surface states
Here we demonstrate the presence of a single helical pair
of eigenmodes localized on the hinge between the (100) and
(010) surface terminations of a 3D helical HOTI on the basis
of an effective continuum Dirac description. We discuss both
the case of the alternative model (S41) for 3D helical HOTIs
and a model pertaining to SnTe. The apparent difference be-
tween the two is the dimension of the representation of the
Dirac equation, i.e., the number of (massive) Dirac cones in
the bulk and on the surface. The bulk low-energy physics of
model (S41) near the topological phase transition is governed
by an 8 × 8 matrix representation of the Dirac equation, and
its surface by a 4 × 4 representation. The bulk of SnTe, in
contrast, is described by four 4 × 4 Dirac equations, i.e., a
16× 16 Dirac equation6, yielding an 8× 8 Dirac equation on
the surface, i.e., four Dirac cones38,39. We will discuss that,
in order to obtain a single Kramers pair of hinge modes in
both cases, it is useful to think of the hinge as a vortex in a
two-component mass term in the Dirac equation.
The bulk low energy physics of Hamiltonian (S41) at the
topological transitionM = 3 is that of a massless Dirac equa-
tion
H(k) =
∑
i=x,y,z
τxρ0σi ki, (S56)
where τ0, ρ0, σ0 are 2 × 2 unit matrices and τi, ρi, σi,
i = x, y, z, are the corresponding Pauli matrices, acting on
the same degrees of freedom as in Eq. (S41). We choose the
same symmetry representations as in Eq. (S42), i.e.,
T ≡ τ0ρ0σyK , Ci4 ≡ τ0ρ0e−i
pi
4 σi ,
Mx ≡ i τzρ0σx, My ≡ i τzρ0σy,
Mxy ≡ i (τzρ0σy − τzρ0σx)/
√
2,
Mxy¯ ≡ i (τzρ0σx + τzρ0σy)/
√
2.
(S57)
There are four time-reversal symmetric masses,
m1 =τzρ0σ0, m2 = τzρxσ0,
m3 =τzρzσ0, m4 = τyρyσ0.
(S58)
Of these, m1, m2 and m3 respect all mirror symmetries and
may therefore be used as bulk masses. We will choose only
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m1 to be nonzero, since this is the mass occurring in a low
energy expansion of the model in Eq. (S41).
We now consider a geometry where the topological mate-
rial is terminated in the x and y directions with a hinge sym-
metric under Mˆxy . We take the system to lie in the lower
left quadrant of the (x, y) plane, i.e., take the prefactor of the
m1 mass term positive for x < 0, y < 0 and negative other-
wise. Since m4 is the only mass breaking Mˆx and Mˆy , it is
the only possible mass that can gap out the surface. Further-
more, because m4 anticommutes with Mˆxy , we may add it to
the Hamiltonian as a surface term with opposite sign on the
(100) and (010) terminations. In (x, y, kz) hybrid space, the
Hamiltonian then reads
H(kz) =τxρ0σx(−i∂x) + τxρ0σy(−i∂y) + τxρ0σz kz
+m1 δ1(x, y) +m4 δ2(x, y),
(S59)
with real space dependencies
δ1(x, y) =
{
+1 x < 0, y < 0,
−1 else,
δ2(x, y) =

+1 x ≈ 0,
−1 y ≈ 0,
0 x = y and else.
(S60)
Since m1 and m4 are anticommuting mass matrices, the spa-
tial dependence of (S60) corresponds to a vortex with wind-
ing number 1 in a two-component mass parameter for the
Dirac electrons. We will now argue that this vortex supports a
(Kramers) pair of topologically protected bound states at zero
energy for kz = 0. These bound states are part of the Kramers
pair of propagating hinge states, which are dispersing with
kz . At kz = 0, the Dirac Hamiltonian (S59) has a unique
chiral symmetry C = τxρyσz that commutes with time-
reversal symmetry, i.e., CH(kz = 0)C−1 = −H(kz = 0),
TCT−1 = C. By time-reversal, all eigenstates of Hamilto-
nian (S59) at kz = 0 have to come in degenerate Kramers
pairs. Due to C, a Kramers pair at energy E has to have a
partner Kramers pair at energy −E. Only at E = 0 a sin-
gle Kramers pair can appear as spatially isolated eigenstates
of H(kz = 0) and C, i.e., as topological vortex zero modes.
Due to this symmetry protection, such bound states are ro-
bust against deformations in the vortex profile [i.e., smooth
changes in the spatial dependence of δ1(x, y) and δ2(x, y)],
as long as the spectral gap far away from the vortex remains
intact. We use this freedom to smoothly deform the vortex
profile of the hinge geometry (S60) to
δ1(x, y) = y, δ2(x, y) = x (S61)
and argue that a Kramers pair of vortex bound states ex-
ists in this case. Upon conjugation with the matrix R =
exp(ipi/4 τyρyσ0) the Hamiltonian H(kz = 0) can be cast
in the block off-diagonal form
RH(kz = 0)R−1 =

0 0 0 h1
0 0 h2 0
0 h†2 0 0
h†1 0 0 0
 (S62)
a) b)
FIG. S7. (a) Bulk brillouin zone of SnTe. The low-energy electronic
structure is made up of four gapped Dirac cones at the time-reversal
invariant L points. (b) Hinge geometry considered in Supplementary
Note VIII C for the Dirac equation modeling SnTe. Periodic bound-
ary conditions in z direction are assumed. The four L points in the
bulk Brillouin zone project onto two time-reversal symmetric points
in each of the surface Brillouin zones of the (100) and (010) surfaces.
with blocks
h1 =
( −∂x + i∂y iδ1(x, y)− δ2(x, y)
iδ1(x, y) + δ2(x, y) ∂x + i∂y
)
(S63)
and
h2 =
( −∂x − i∂y iδ1(x, y)− δ2(x, y)
iδ1(x, y) + δ2(x, y) ∂x + i∂y
)
. (S64)
The problem of finding zero modes of h1, h2, h
†
1, and h
†
2
goes back to the vortex solution found by Jackiw and Rossi
in Ref. 40. It was shown that either h1 or h
†
1, and either
h2 or h
†
2 support exactly one normalizable zero-energy state
that is localized at the vortex. Explicitly, we can rewrite
∂z = (∂x− i∂y)/2 and ∂z¯ = (∂x + i∂y)/2, where z = x+ iy
and z¯ = x− iy. In terms of these variables
h1 =
(−∂z −z¯
z ∂z¯
)
, h†1 =
(
∂z¯ z¯
−z −∂z
)
(S65)
and
h2 =
(−∂z¯ −z¯
z ∂z¯
)
, h†2 =
(
∂z z¯
−z −∂z
)
. (S66)
One verifies that ψ1(z, z¯) ≡ N e−zz¯(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1)T and
ψ2(z, z¯) ≡ N e−zz¯(0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0)T, with N being the
appropriate normalization factor, are zero modes of Eq. (S62)
with nontrivial action in the blocks h1 and h
†
2, while h2 and
h†1 do not support zero modes. Their kz dispersion can be
inferred from the matrix elements(〈ψ1|H(kz)|ψ1〉 〈ψ1|H(kz)|ψ2〉
〈ψ2|H(kz)|ψ1〉 〈ψ2|H(kz)|ψ2〉
)
=
(
0 −ikz
ikz 0
)
,
(S67)
which yields two counter-propagating Kramers paired eigen-
modes |±〉 = |ψ1〉 ± i|ψ2〉 at the hinge with dispersions
± = ±kz .
To make contact with the low energy electronic structure
of SnTe, we consider a model that contains four Dirac cones
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in the bulk which are located at four time-reversal invariant
points in the 3D Brillouin zone, the L points shown in Fig. S7.
We take them to be described by the bulk Hamiltonian6
Hb(k) =
∑
i=x,y,z
X00xi ki, (S68)
where Xijkl = ρ1,i ⊗ ρ2,j ⊗ τk ⊗ σl and {ρ1, ρ2, τ, σ} are
four different sets of Pauli matrices. We furthermore choose
the symmetry representations
T ≡ −iX000yK ,
Mx ≡ iXx0zx, My ≡ iX0xzy,
Mxy ≡ i
∑
µ=0,x,y,z
(Xµµzx −Xµµzy)/
√
8,
Mz ≡ iXxxzz.
(S69)
Comparing to Fig. S7, this choice corresponds to the set of
matrices ρ1,µ, µ = 0, x, y, z, acting on the kx coordinate of
the L points (i.e., ρ1,x in Mx exchanges L1 and L2 as well
as L3 and L4), while the set of matrices ρ2,µ, µ = 0, x, y, z,
acts on the ky coordinate of the L points (i.e., ρ2,x in My ex-
changes L1 and L3 as well as L2 and L4). Hamiltonian (S68)
is then interpreted as a set of four identical 4× 4 Dirac equa-
tions
∑
i τx ⊗ σi ki, one at each of the four time-reversal in-
variant L points. There is one bulk mass, mb = X00z0, which
commutes with time-reversal and all mirror symmetries, and
furthermore respects the bulk translational symmetry in the
sense that it does not couple different L points.
Next, possible surface masses have to be determined. They
should (i) anticommute with Hb(k) and mb, (ii) be time-
reversal symmetric, (iii) respect the translation symmetry on
the (100) and (010) surfaces, respectively. These conditions
are obeyed by two pairs of masses,
ms1 = X0yy0, ms2 = Xy0y0, (S70)
and
m′s1 = Xzyy0, m
′
s2 = Xyzy0, (S71)
which are mapped into each other under Mxy , i.e.,
Mxyms1M
−1
xy = −ms2 and Mxym′s1M−1xy = −m′s2. The dif-
ference between the pairs (ms1,ms2) and (m′s1,m
′
s2) is that
the former preserves Mˆz symmetry, while the latter breaks
Mˆz . With the goal of finding an effective model for (110)
uniaxial strain, which preserves Mˆz , we focus on (ms1,ms2).
Note that ms1 exchanges L1 and L3 as well as L2 and L4 and
thus preserves translation symmetry on the (010) surface only
and the opposite is true forms2. We thus addms1 on the (010)
surface and ms2 on the (100) surface with a prefactor of same
magnitude and opposite sign to obey Mˆxy symmetry.
Having identified the masses we now consider a geom-
etry where the angle between the two planes forming the
hinge is increased from pi/2 to pi. (Rather than removing the
hinge, this transformation should be thought of as a coordi-
nate transformation.) We expect possible topological zero-
energy Kramers pairs at kz = 0 to be unaffected as long as
time-reversal symmetry is not broken. Then, as before, this
smooth deformation cannot remove or add a single Kramers
pair of modes to the hinge when the gap at large distances is
preserved during the transformation. We thus choose
Hhinge(kz) =Hb(kz) +mb r cos(φ)
+ms1r (1 + sinφ)−ms2r (1− sinφ),
(S72)
written in polar coordinates defined through x = r cos (φ +
pi/4) and y = r sin (φ+ pi/4), such that Mˆxy maps φ→ −φ.
Similar to Eq. (S62), this has a two-component mass vortex
with winding number 1, as we will now show.
Note that except for the surface masses, all terms in Hhinge
act trivially on the degrees of freedom acted on by ρ1 and
ρ2. We can thus block-diagonalizeHhinge(kz) in this subspace
first. The only part ofHhinge(kz) that is not proportional to the
identity in this subspace is proportional to the operator
ρ1,0ρ2,y(1 + sinφ)− ρ1,yρ2,0(1− sinφ), (S73)
which has the spectrum {±2,±2 sinφ}. The eigenvectors
with eigenvalues ±2 are independent of φ. We now argue
that no topological zero-energy bound states (at kz = 0) can
arise in the subspace with eigenvalues ±2, which lack a φ
dependence. Starting from a limit in which the prefactors of
the surface masses are much larger than the prefactor of the
bulk mass mb, we can smoothly tune the prefactor of the bulk
mass mb to 0 in the ±2 subspace without closing the gap far
away from the vortex. The resulting Hamiltonian has no φ-
dependence in the ±2 subspace and the node in the surface
mass term at the hinge can be smoothly removed. This results
in a fully gapped spectrum with no bound states at zero energy
in the ±2 subspace.
To find zero-energy bound states at the hinge, it is thus suffi-
cient to consider the action ofHhinge(kz) in the subspace with
eigenvalues ±2 sinφ of the operator (S73). This subspace is
equal to the eigenspace with eigenvalue +1 of the operator
ρ1,yρ2,y . Representing operators acting on this subspace by
the set of matrices ρµ, µ = 0, x, y, z, we end up with the re-
duced 8× 8 Dirac Hamiltonian
Hredhinge(kz) = + ρ0τxσx (−i∂x) + ρ0τxσy (−i∂y) + ρ0τxσz kz
+ ρ0τzσ0 δ1(x, y) + ρzτyσ0 δ2(x, y),
(S74)
where δ1(x, y) = x+y√2 and δ2(x, y) =
−x+y√
2
again form a
vortex with winding number 1, as was the case for Hamilto-
nian (S62). We conclude that it supports a single Kramers pair
of modes propagating along the hinge.
In summary, we have shown that the model (S41) for 3D
helical HOTIs, which corresponds to an 8 × 8 Dirac equa-
tion in the bulk, and SnTe, which corresponds to a 16 × 16
Dirac equation in the bulk, each have a single topologically
protected Kramers pair of hinge modes.
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